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and Abraham Lincoln's birthday
Emory A, Lambrick, Estancia
RED CROSS
which was February 12th. Could
Jim Edwards Rushing, Mtr
any other time be more propiJames M. Telford, Mtr
tious than this memorable day to
Juan J. Chavez, Willard
Daniel Sedillo, Chilili
Estancia as Red Cross head raise funds for teaching Young
quarters for Torrance county has America to help in alleviating the
Alfredo Salas, Torreón
been kept very busy lately. A suffering of the wounded soldiers
John Thomas Cast, Negra
delegation of Red Cross mem- and our homeless allies?
Alejandro Barella, Tajique
Ten cents will admit one to the
Franklin Benjamin Phillips, bers, Mr. and Mrs. Green, Mrs.
Estancia
Walker, Mrs. Armstrong and entertainment at the school.
Mrs. Stubblefield, motored to Come and help along the work
Harry M. Brocaw, Willard
Moriarty Saturday to help re- of the Red Cross.
Raymundo Baca, Encino
organize the Red Cross branch at The election of Junior Red
Juan Sandoval Ortiz, Duran
Charles John Lubojasky, Pro- - that place, also to explain new CroBS officers will be printed
later.
gresso
work and deliver supplies.
Mrs. Spitzmesser has been
Last Tuesday Mrs. Neal Jenson
Decederio Candelaria, Manzano
Melquíades Chavez y Corales, and Mrs. Green voluntarily gave made secretary of the Estancia
A
REGISTRANTS Pinos Wells
the use of their cars to take a Chapter Red Cross, in place of
party of Red Cross workers, con- Mrs. Maxwell, who resigned beManuel Serna, Manzano
Mrs. T. B.
Thomas B. Rapkoch, Estancia sisting of Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Ed, cause of sickness.
Roberson, Mrs- Peterson and the Rapkoch is treasurer.
Registrants for military serJosé Claudia Baca, Encino
At suggestion of Division
two ladies above mentioned, to
vice have been classified by the
Harry Culver Pace, Estancia
C. L. Burt and
Willard to show the members headquarters,
Jim H. Hemphill, Willard
local board as follows:
how
band- Mrs. Lazenby have resigned and
Baca,
Scholle
there
to
make
muslin
A.
David
CLASS IV.
ages, pajamas and hospital bed the Estancia Chapter has been
Bernabé Domingues, Palma
Booker Rhodes, Punta, Mtr
CAN START A
THE OAK GROWS FROM THE ACORN-YCedarvale
socks.
Jaramillo,
Quite an order for sup made the county chapter, and
Salvado
Juan J. Contreras, Mtr
VAST FORTUNE WITH THAT FIRST DOLLAR.
therefore the officers of the Es
plies
was
also
large
Lee
Roberts,
Mountainair
taken,
a
and
Clarence M. Ward, Willard
IF YOU'LL OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT YOU'LL FIND WHAT AN
of
order for future delivery was tancia chapter are
Adolph Blakely Tracey, Mtr
INTEREST YOU'LL TAKE IN SEEING YOUR BALANCE GROW.
Pearl Brown Sutton, 930 La
ficers of the county chapter.
booked.
Charlea Hibner, Willard
YOU'LL FIND US WILLING AND GLAD TO SERVE YOU AT ALL
Salle St., St. Louis, Mo.
Abo people are making arA number of other towns are
Clyde D. Tapp, Mountainair
TIMES AND ADVISE YOU ABOUT YOUR MONEY MATTERS.
Escabio Garcia, Manzano
COME IN AND SEE US.
clamoring for instructions from rangements to organize a branch,
Eutemio Benavanta, Torreón
H. A. Mirabal, Pinos Wells
COMETO OUR BANK.
As the expense is and somebody will go from here
Estancia.
William B. Johnson, Willard
'James M. Thomas, Encino
shortly to organize at that place.
more
than
Chapter
we
Floyd,
the
Mtr
feels
Alvin
Cletus
Leslie Grady Whitely, Varney
can afford, are there members
Louis C. Owen, Willard
Jose Jaramillo, Palma
DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON, H. F. SHELTON
who will volunteer the use of ESTANCIA SAVINGS BANK JOINS
Gregorio Lobato, Manzano
UK. t. d. HMBLt, J. S. KtLtl,
NNlt rOK I tK.
Joseph House, Moriarty
Manford D. Flowers, Pinos their cars with gas paid by
Dave Hunter Robinson, Mtr
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Chapter, or are the different
Wells
Pablo Lucero, Manzano
Strayed, 1 bay mare, left ear
wilwho
wish
towns
Moriarty
instruction
Humes,
George
Lee
THE
ESTANCIA SAVINGS OF CONDUCTING A SOUND,
Eugenio Brito, Estancia
AND
AT
CONSERVATIVE,
We
to
ling
pay
down,
expense?
branded SE on left hip,
Corona
the
Atkinson,
D.
Marshall
BANK HAS JUST BECOME A
Thomas J. Davies, Mtr
THE SAME TIME PROGRES- FM on left shoulder; 1 brown
would
to
like
these
hear
from
Eastview
Ross,
William
Albert
FEDOF
MEMBER
THE
BANK
Francisco Ruez, Torreón
BANK.
ESTANCIA colt, 18 mo. old, iim L on left
towns as to what they are willing ERAL RESERVE BANK OF SIVE,
George F. Rhodes, Mtr
Walter Narvie Storey, Mtr
SAVINGS BANK.
to do.
Workers are glad and DALLAS, TEXAS.
Buster John Davis, Lucy
Suitable reward for
shoulder.
Joseph William McGinnis, Mtr
Thomas Roy Snodgrass, Duran ready to go and explain work if
THIS BANK AND ITS MANFor long term farm loans see information. Howard Ogilvie,
Francisco Madril, Duran
expenses will be guaranteed paid. AGEMENT WISHES ITS CUS- H. V. Lipe.
Fabian Griego, Quarai
Estancia.
Nonteto Chavez, Palma
Everybody give or work for TOMERS TO KNOW THAT IT
Roy
Wilson,
Estancia
Osborn
David E. Fletcher, Cedarvale
Remember our HAS TAKEN THIS ADDITIONThomas W. Lambkin, Estancia the Red Cross.
George Frey, Encino
Qua- boys who went down with the AL STEP AS A PROGRESSIVE,
Riberia,
Terrin
Clemente
Luis Carrol Robins, Mcintosh
C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
"Tuscania," the result of a tor- AS WELL AS A CONSERVArai
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
Alfredo Padilla, Duran
subfrom
pedo fired
a German
TIVE MEASURE, FOR THE C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Otoniel Franze, Negra
Joseph Martin Reed, Mtr
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
marine.
GOOD AND PROTECTION OF
John L. Chism, Mountainair
Juan Lueras, Willard
Help! Help the work of the ITS DEPOSITORS AND BORSylvester Martinez, Torreón
Thomes F. Smith, Duran
Ana3tacio Candelaria, Torreón Red Cross, and then help some ROWERS.
Estolano Sanches, Torreón
THE CONDITION OF OUR
Grover Hartford Hendershott, more.
Leopoldo Chavez, Quarai
Permission has been granted COUNTRY DEMANDS THE
Liucy
Griego,
Moriarty
Cleofes
By serving the interests of our customers,
Torrance county to organize CLOSE AFFILIATION OF ALL
Jose Jesus Chavez, Quarai
Secundio Benavides, Encino
Junior Red Cross Auxiliaries in BANKING INTERESTS BOTH
CLASS V.
"
Apolonio Armijo,
we serve our own interests. We recognize
the schools.
FOR THE GOOD OF THE
Feliz Reyes, Encino '
Paul W. McCullum, Moriarty
and act on this fact. Your business solicited.
Mr. Erickson, principal of the WHOLE AND THE INDIVIDJohn W. Williams, Estancia
Antonio Chavez, Palma
going
is
school
in
Estancia
Diaz,
UAL.
BANK
Encino
MEMBER
ASA
Thomas
Jose
Alfredo M. Chavez, Chilili
ahead to this effect. Parents OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE
Felix Miranda, Encino
Isaac Sabedra, Pinos Wells
and everyone interested in start SYSTEM, THIS BANK HAS
Gil,
Duran
Francisco
Crumley,
John William
Mtr
ing the children in this national THE PROTECTION, THE SUAlfredo Menendez, Encino
Andres Luna, Torreón
work are kindly asked to lend PERVISION AND COUNSEL
Emilio Zh. Padilla, Mtr
Albert George Bailey, Mtr
No account to large for safety, none too small for service
their support, principally in a fi- OF THE RESERVE BANK OF
Brazil,
Willard
Antonio
J.
Pabb Sandoval, Manzano
A Home InstMion
for Home People
nancial way, toward helping the DALLAS.
Tanus Tabet, Quarai
Salomon Chavez, Torreón
perfect
to
teachers
"
and
children
'
Gusman,
'
Jose
THE
MANAGEMENT
OF
Santiago Gutierrez,
Rev, Stephen DeKewer, Wil'd a Junior Red Cross Auxiliary.
THIS BANK HAVE TAKEN
Bennie E. Sharrock, Willard
Twenty-fiv- e
cents is the mem- THIS PROGRESSIVE STEP
John T. Couch, Cedarvale
John Samuel Harris, Lucy
ME IIS BANK
FARMERS AND
bership dues for one year for WHICH IS ENTIRELY IN
Pascual Gil, Encino
Howard Keith Cope, Varney
must
fund
A
school
child.
each
Guillermo McKenna, Duran
LINE WITH THEIR POLICY
Dionicio Montoya, Torreón
be raised equal to twenty-fiv- e
Tom Tabet, Quarai
Florencio Herrera, Mtr
Jose Antonio Esparza, Encino cents for each pupil. A large
Phillip W. Flowers, Moriarty
Robert - E. Howe, Mountainair number of the children Jiave
Ray Brown, Estancia
voluntarily given their quarter
Hugh M. Williams, Estancia
Epifenio Candelaria, Manzano
Aldenago Chavez, Mountainair for membership, but for children
Walter Jackson Clay, Corona
who cannot give this, school enFortunato Esparz, Encino
Daniel Nugent Corley, Mtr
tertainments with a small charge
Manuel B. Brazil, Willard
Robert D. Hileman, Cedarvale
Jose Maria Prementel, Mori'ty will be given now and then to
' In the spring the young man's fancy idly turns to thoughts of love," sings
Pulver Garner, Estancia
What money can
raise money.
Marshal A. Corley, Mtr
the poet, but we have a song, that while more prosaic, is more in keeping
For Sale.
be raised at once will be used to
J. Gregory, Estancia
with the times:
finish out the required amount.
John R. Humphrey, Moriarty
176 acres (bean land) for sale
on
full
down
is
in
sum
Ernest C. Davis, Mountainair on the southeast corner of Tor- Until this
Overhaul the farm machinery,
school
Mathis George Freilinger, Est reón Grant, in the inside of said the treasurer's books the
Look you out each brokeh part,
auxil
an
themselves
call
cannot
Lorenzo Otero y Padilla, Quarai Grant 1900 pounds of beans per
iary.
Help
to fill the Valley's Beanery,
Fred Kenneth Hinton, Mtr
acre raised in the neighborhood
A nrncram full of Datriotic in
By
a good and early start.
Milton C. Robbins, Mountainair of said land.
corn
Feed
at terest will be given by the pupils
Antonio Stanton, Encino
$3.75 a hundred. Juan C. Jar- and teachers February 22nd in
Speak about the piece that's broken
Albert S. Walker, Pedernal
amillo, Torreón, N. M.
celebration of both Washington's
Then we'll order it for you now.
Fidel H. Lopez, Mountainair
And you'll not be standing croakin'
Jose Aguilar, Duran
Oscar G. Gregory, Cedarvale
When the field calls for the plow.
Arthur H. Sheehan, Willard
Troy Alexander Johnson, Est
We are told repair parts will be harder to get this year than usual, owing to
Leandro Salas, Pinos Wells
something or other, but good and efficient service can be accomplished by
We have just received a large shipment of syrups,
"
"
Eulogio Duran,
brought
ever
and now have the largest assortment
Refugio Lucero y Luna, Pinos
to Estancia. The stock includes Pure Cane Syrup,
By the way, our machinery house is bulging with implements of all sorts:
Wells
Dunbar's King Comus, New South, Velva, Karo, MaClaude E. Boyd, Estancia
SorRidenour-Baker's
Pure
Plows. Listers, Cultivators, harrows, wagons plenty while they last but an
ry Jane, Log Cabin,
Raymundo D. Bachicha, Enc'o
ghum, Tenesea Sorghum, Polly Brand Sorghum,
early selection will get just what you want
Vicente R. Artiaga, Willard .
Mandy Lane Sorghum, Dunbar's Pure Sorghum,
Santiago Lopez, Manzano
Hill Counties Sorghum. Come here for syrups.
Santiago Gurule, Mountainair
Taji-que
Bences Sanchez y Otero,
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SUM

A Foreword of Spring

Sweetness Headquarters

Joseph Wilbur Perkins, Est
Clinton E. Hambrick. Willard
Jose C. Garza, Willard
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looked all right: no question about that woman being straight
goods. Of course Lydia might have
been decent enough to write a more explicit excuse to "Dear Peter" instead
of "Dear Mr. Traf t ;" but, then, a correspondence card conveyed through the
hands of a third person with whom the
dear girt couldn't feel well acquaint-

It certainly

ed

"Where to, sir?"
Peter came out of morose reverie to
find himself hesitating beside the taxi.
"Til be darned If I dot" Peter replied

hotly.
"What's thatr
"Oh, beg pardon no offense was
Peter
thinking. Just wait, please."
threw himself back into the cab, slamming the door. "Kotten fix," he grumbled. "Why, she snid she'd come back."
Regarding the note critically, he enunciated a somber doubt, "Don't believe
she wrote yon. It's all a plant."
The handwriting was unmistakably
that of a woman of culture. How was
he to say it wasn't Lydia's hand, who
had never Been a scrap of it?
He would have kissed it, could he
have been sure.
Through the forward window he
commanded a perspective of the southerly sidewalk as far as to Madison avenue, where a surface car, swinging uptown, hesitated with grinding brakes,
and then rumbled on.
A moment later the shadowy shape
of a man darted across the street apd
toward the taxicab, and Peter recognized Craven's characteristic gait. But
for that he wouldn't have known the
man, who was all but disguised to eyes
that had never beheld him out of dress
clothes after nightfall Craven wear-ln- g
a bowler with a shabby, flapping
raincoat, at a midnight hour, was a
sight unprecedented.
Peter sat up. Barely In time a devious thought engaged his fancy, and he
acted on It promptly. Beady to his
hand rested the mouthpiece of a flexible speaking tube, ending In a fixed
earpiece close by the chauffeur's head.
"Five dollars," Peter said distinctly
Into the mouthpiece, "if you don't let
on I'm Inside, In case this man questions."
The chauffeur didn't even signify be
had heard, bo positive became his Immobility at sound of those magic syllables, "Five dollars."
Hastily Peter dragged his overcoat
across the bosom of his shirt and
crowded himself Into the corner nearest the curb.
Bearing out his premonition. Craven
stopped to speak to the chauffeur
and the eavesdropper cursed bitterly
to hear no more than the confused
grumble of their voices.
Then without the least warning the
car shot away at a round pace westward.
Simmering with profanity, ' Peter
seized the speaking tube to bellow a
demand for Incontinent halt; but on
second thought permitted the car to
round Into Madison avenue before he
gave the order.
Again at pause, this time halfway
down the avenue block, the cab ejected
an Infuriated fare.
"What the blank did yon do that
for?"
"Why in blank shouldn't I?" the
"You
chauffeur demanded as hotly.
told me not to let on, didn't you? Here
come through with that five !"
Choking, Peter found his money, disbursed. "How did it happen?"
"Why the old gink says, did I bring
a young lady and was I wnltin' for her,
and I says yes, an' he slips me three
and
bones the clock says two-fort- y
Bays to clear out, I won't be needed.
And what did yon want me to do about
that, seeln' yon didn't want him to
know you was Inside?"
"Oh, all right," said Peter wearily.
"Ion did precisely the right thing. Only
I didn't quite understand.". He eyed
perplexedly the colored lights of a
drug store across the way.
"Well, what's the good word now,
boss? If you're done with me, I'm on
my way."
"No," Peter Insisted, Tm keeping
you. Bun across the block and wait
Just out of sight on Park avenue. I'll
walk back."
Buttoning topcoat to chin and sacrificing his Bond street topper to the
elements, Peter trudged back to Seventy-sixth
street, then eastward past
number 98, regarding the house aggressively.
It looked down on him now, he
thought defiantly, with a touch of contemptuous pity for his Impotence to
read the riddle of Its staid, uncommunicative walls.
Embittered, he walked on to Park
avenne, and found his chartered car at
the appointed place. Pausing lieslde it,
and Ignoring the chauffeur's well-meaadvances (stimulated by the romantic
notion that this swell young guy was
tryln to beat It with the old duffer's
daughter, and had stubbed his toe In

with the cold assurance that Craven
was now with his daughter. Whatever
old Tad's shortcomings, Peter couldn't
believe be would suffer a hair of
Lydla'8 Innocent head to be harmed.
Only
keeping the two
What the deuce-wa- s
of them there so long?
Then abruptly a second taxicab
swung round one of Park avenue's
scrubby little ovals of grass and shrubstreet,
bery, slid Into Seventy-sixt- h
checked briefly in front of US, dfS'
charged two passengers, and slipped
away toward Madison avenue. Peter
recognized something familiar In the
association of a long and slender figure
with one short and stoutlsh, as the
two dodged hastily Into the basement
area of number 98 and disappeared.
"Musical comedy rogues," mused the
perturbed youug man: "the tall thin
scoundrel and the short fat sharper;
Messrs. Southpaw Smith and Gordon,
of course. What In thunder Confound
It I she must be all right I Craven
would never let anything happen to
'
her."
No
He began to fume lmpotently.
good trying the front door again.
Then he thought of consulting Quoin
by telephone, and had started back
through Seventy-sixt- h
street toward
the corner drug store, when a taxicab
shot round from the avenue, passed at
a sharp clip, and Immediately slid to
as smart a stop, while the door swung
open and a man. Jumping out, hailed
sharply :

"Peter!"

"Quoin thank heaven t How in the
name of wonder"
Found Craven had left the Great
Eastern, taxied back to the Margrave,
got the address Miss Craven gave from
the carriage porter. Luckily you made
such a sensation bolting after her taxi
that It had fixed the number in the fel
low's memory. Now what's up?"
Briefly Peter detailed the inconclu
sive and unsatisfactory circumstances
of his vigil.
"In through the basement, you say?"
"Looks
Quoin pondered this darkly.
like a move to trick somebody Craalong."
guess.
Come
ven, at a
Grasping Peter's arm, the detective
rapidly
back toward numhim
trotted
ber 98.
"What are you going to do?"
"Let developments guide us."
"You mean to try to get In?"
"No: I mean to get in," Quoin cor
rected grimly.
"How'U you make 'em admit you?
"Don't know precisely, as yet. But
we're going to find out something
we're going to see Miss Craven and get
her personal assurance she's all right,
or raise the deuce of a row In this
quiet neighborhood. Not only that, but
I'm still pining for a chat with Craven."
They were ascending the brownstone
steps. Quoin rang imperatively.
"Stand back a moment," he suggest
ed. "Let me do the talking.
Peter had barely time to withdraw
to one side when the woman of the
house came out through the vestibule
and hurriedly opened the outer door.
As It opened Quoin entered. Peter
heard him say pleasantly "Good evening, Mrs. Ellsworthy," and after that
a sort of strangled gasp from the woman. A moment later. Quoin moving on,
Peter saw her clearly.
She had fallen back against the
closed door, blanched and trembling,
destitute now of every shred of her
of half an hour
amiable
eurller. Her eyes were fixed In terror
on Quoin's face. She made an effort
to speak, but evoked only a dry, rasping sound.
"You're not ill, I trust, Mrs. Ellsworthy?"
There was a sardonic inflection in
Quoin's voice that seemed to Peter a
trifle unnecessary.
"I thought," she gasped, and gulped,
"I thought you were the doctor."
"Otherwise you wouldn't have let me
in, I presume? Is there anything really
serious the matter?"
"Craven" the woman panted.
Quoin started with horror. "Craven !"
he Iterated ; then, controlling himself,
"I wns afraid something of the sort
You've phoned for a doctor, you say?
While we're waiting let me have a look
at the poor devil."
CHAPTER

XVI.

"I am Mrs. Ellsworthy yes," said
the woman with the agreeable voice
who answered Lydia's ring. "Won't
you come In?"
And when Lydia had crossed the
threshold Mrs. Ellsworthy shut the
vestibule door and looked the girl over
with smiling Interest.
"Miss Craven, I presume?"
"You were expecting me?"
"Your father telephoned sometime
ago. Would you mind stepping up-

stairs?"
"But I have merely a message "
"Yes, my dear, I know ; but do let me
consider It in comfort upstairs."
Under the soft glow of the electric
dome Mrs. EUsworthy's smile and the
gracious Inclination of her head that
Invited Lydia anew to ascend the stairway were alike quite Irresistible. Lydia
found no excuse for refusing; so subdued her Impatience, assented with a
murmur, and preceded her hostess up
the staircase.
"I'm really delighted to know you.
Miss Craven. Yes straight ahead, If
you please. But I do need more light
to see you by."
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least rather, I fancy, your mother."

"Xou knew my mother?" Lydia asked
eagerly.
"No. Won't you sit down? No; Tad
Craven has always been a confirmed
bachelor in everybody's esteem since
I've known him. Is it true be means to

marry again?"

"Yes," said Lydia; and opening hei
wrist bag produced Craven's note.
"No please don't rise," Interrupted
Mrs. Ellsworthy, crossing to her. "Mr.
Craven mentioned this over the wire.
Tardón "
Taking a chair beside the reading
lamp, she opened and scanned the mes-sng- e
with cureless Interest. A nod confirmed evident foreknowledge of its
contents. Folding the note abstractedly, Mrs. Ellsworthy seemed for some
moments preoccupied.
But Peter Traft had claims not long
to be disregarded, and presently Lydia
stirred restlessly, with an inquiring
look ready for the eyes that her hosteos
then lifted from the carpet.
"You've met this ah Mrs. Merrl'
lees, no doubt?" Mrs. Ellsworthy
queried unexpectedly.
"Is she then
such a beauty as they say?"
"She's very beautiful," Lydia re
turned, "and I'm very fond of her. But
If you don't mind, Mrs. Ellsworthy, I
have another appointment; In fact,
with Mrs. Merrilees and my father "
"Oh, I beg your pardon, my dear.
Mrs. Ellsworthy assumed a convincing
look of contrition. "So thoughtless of
me. I quite forgot to tell you: Mr.
Craven wants you to wait for him here,
rather than keep the appointment at
the Margrave."
The Margrave again I
"The Plaza," Lydia corrected absent
ly ; then In a breath remembered. "I'm
sorry," she sold, rising, "but I can't
wait.
If daddy's coming here, he'll
get the answer from you personally;
so there's no need," here Mrs. Ellswor
thy rose in her turn. "And I left a
friend waiting in the taxi."
"A friend?"
It was none of Mrs. EUsworthy's affair, but quite automatically Lydia answered, "Mr. Traft"
"But really hadn't you better wait?
I'm sure Mr. Craven won't be long
now."
Mrs. Ellsworthy was moving slowly
toward the door, as if she dldq't really
expect her objection to avail, an effect
heightened by her manner, which continued to be perfect, lacking anything
but gracious interest.
Lydia, however, wns quite settled in
her determination to wait no longer.
Craven could lose nothing by being
obliged to follow her to the Plaza ; and
anyway, in all fairness, she owed his
he who
wishes little consideration
was little enough considerate to her
and below In the taxi all earthly happiness waited.
'Tm sorry," she repeated mechanic
ally. "You're very kind; but I really

don't think "
At this point she was interrupted by
electric bell down
a
stairs. Mrs. Ellsworthy started nervshrlll-tongue- d

ously, eyed the girl fugitively with
what seemed a trace of doubt, and
darted toward the door.
"The telephone !" she said indistinct
ly. "Forgive me if I "
Her hand caught the knob as II
thoughtlessly ; but the slam of the door
cut short her words emphatically
enough to have wakened her to appreciation, had her act been really
thoughtless.
For an Instant Lydia paused in
amazement. The thing was incredible,
preposterous, outrageous I
None the less the door remained ob
durately shut, mutely testifying that
the Incredible was an accomplished

fact

With a little cry of indignation the
girl tried the knob. It turned freely,
but without engaging the latch. Infuriated, she caught It with both hands,
braced a knee against the wall, and
pulled with nil the strength of her lithe
and vigorous young body ; but failed to
budge the door by so much as a hair's
breadth. And the only discoverable
keyhole was in the knob Itself a thin,
Irregular slit for a combination latchkey, lacking which the door, once
closed, could never be opened, but only
hewed or battered down.
proved the room a
Examination
veritable stronghold. It had only the
one door. The sashes of the two windows were guarded with locks requir
ing a key; through the panes closed
steel blinds with hasps and padlocks
were to be seen. There wns not a bell
button on the walls ; and the telephone
on the desk yielded no response to the
girl's manipulation of the receiver
hook evidently nn extension cut oft
from the main line.
At length Lydia yielded to the Inevit
able, snt down, composed herself to the
best of her ability, and strove to fit
some reasonable explanation to this
net, Thre
atrocious and
was but three:
was
She
the victim of a nightmare.
Mrs. Ellsworthy was Insane.
Or else Craven had never meant her
to restore the necklace to Mrs. Merrl- lees !
Bending forward, an elbow digging
Into her knee, her chin clipped between
knuckles and palm, her mouth mutinous, her eyes smoldering, a hot spot In
each check, motionless, Lydia brooded.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

The Changing Times.

This war Is changing all of our old
est Institutions.
In more peaceful
days the typewriter repair man came
in, turned a screw, untangled the rib
bon, wrote, "Now Is the time for all
good men to come to the aid of their
party," and went bis way.
But times are different The repnlr
man entered the office this week and
wrote : "A quick movement of the en
emy will jeopardise six gunboats."

Entering the designated room, Mrs.
Ellsworthy touched a wall switch, adding the Illumination of an electrolier to
the subdued glow of the reading lamp
on a desk, and paused to review the
girl with her kindly and engaging
the getaway), Peter painfully excogi- glance.
"I've known your father for many
tated the inevitable conclusion that the
only thing he could do was wait and years," she affirmed, nodding; "and
Watch. He comforted himself a little you've much of his charm, my dear, New York Evening

Post

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Wesurn Newpapr Union Nswi Servles.
UUaVEU MARKETS.

tattle.

Tat steers, choice to prime. 12.001S. 00
good tu chulee. ll.OOnf 12.00
r'at
to good... 10.004jill.00
8.00(u10.00
Cows, int. good to choice..
S.iOii 9.60
Cows, rut, fair to good.... 7.60 op 8.25
6.00(tf 7. 2d
Cows, common to fair
10.00m 13.U0
Veal calves
6.604JI 8.60
Bulls
Feeders, good to choice... 8.áüuilu.75
B.úOil 9.25
Feeders, iulr to good
Feeders, common to fair... 7.60y 8.50
Stoekers, good to choice...
8.&tí 10.60
8.0041 9.00
Stackers, fair to good
Oood hogs
16.2618.60
Sheep.
116. 00ÍÍ 16.75
Lambs
14.60(0)15.50
Feeder lambs
11.004(1 11.75
Ewes
6.00iy) 9.50
Feeder ewes
Wethers
11.50W12.50
II A V AMI I.UAI ItlAIIKlCT.
(P. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
Hot.
Buying Prices per Ton.
Colo, upland, per ton
22.0024.00
Nebr. upland, per tun
20.004122.00
I'rairle hay (now crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. .20.00W 22.00
Timothy, per ton
24.00125.00
AUalla (new crup) per ton 20.004f22.00
24.00W25.O0
South Park, per ton
Uuunlsuii Valley, per ton. .23.00425.00
Straw, per ton
6.00V 7.00
Grain.
2 60
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
Colo, outs, bulk, buying
...2.70
3.08
Coin chop, suck, selling.
3.05
Corn In suck, selling
Bran, Colo., per loo lbs., selling. .. .1.72

DEAD DODIES

KLONDIKE TO THE

A

WASHED ASHORE
THAT TORPEDOED
TRANSPORT TUSCANIA
LIEVED SUNK.

THE
BE-

steers, fair
rat alee,
Heifers, prime

DEATH TOTALCUTTO

REAL

101

TROOPS LEAP TO DECKS OF BRIT.
ISH TRANSPORT SINGING.
NATIONAL ANTHEM.
Western Newapaper Union News Service.

An Irish Port, Feb. 8. The 'ms-canitorpedoed and sunk off the
north const of Ireland by a German
submarine Feb. 5, carried a total of
2,397. The Baved number 2.29G, as follows: Troops, 2,106; crew, 190; total
lost, 101. Among the American survivors are seventy-siofficers. There
are eighty-on- e
American troops in
hospital. The bodies of forty-fou- r
of
the missing 101 victims of the Tus-cani- a
disaster were washed up Thursday on the rocks, fifteen miles from
the scene of the torpedoing. All were
Americans and their bodies were mutilated beyond recognition.
A pathetic feature Is that, although
l'luur.
Hungarian patent
4.85 all the victims wore tags, no identification numbers had been put on them
DHUSSUU I'OtlUHV.
because these Americans had not yet
Less 10 per cent commission.
been assigned to definite army units.
Springs
4(26
24
Therefore there is no way to Identify
32
iurkeys. fancy d. p
4f34
Turkeys, old toma
24
4 26
them, and they will be buried in one
Turkeys, choice
20
422
grave.
Hens, fancy
20
to 25
4)25
22
liucks, young '.
'
Ueese
22
425
Londonderry, Ireland, Feb. 8. The
12
Koostera
4f14
submarine which torpedoed the Tus-cani- a
Uve INiultrr.
was attacked by a destroyer.
(Prices net F.U.U. Denver.)
An American officer gave an intimaSprings
28
24
Hens, fancy, lb.
23
41 26
tion that the submarine was destroyed.
12
Koosters, lb
This officer was next to last to leave
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
30
26
23
Ducks, young
425
the Tuscanla. He gave a vivid acUeess
4,20
16
count of the disaster. The second torHirirs.
pedo fired by the submarine missed
,
graded No. 1 net E
Thereupon a deO. B. Denver
.El Its mark, he Bald.
stroyer which was near the sinking
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
u. B. Denver
.41 liner dashed off toward the submaEggs, case count, misc.
device.
rine, using a.
cases, less commission. . .14.0015.00
The claim Is made that the submarine
flutter.
exwas
by
"done
bombs
In"
the
thus
62
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb..
47
ploded.
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb....
45
Process
87
35
Packing stock (net)
London, Feb. 8. Sergt. B. C. DuFruit.
buque and Sergeant Muller, both of
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box.l.002.50 Brooklyn, who were on the Tuscanla,
Pears, Colo
1.75W2.00
were rescued from a raft by a coasting
Vegetables.
schooner.
'
Beans, Navy, cwi
12.0014.00
The sergeants say that the Tuscanla
Beans, Pinto, cwt
7.004 8.00
Beans, Lima, lb
lb Hi .16 took a tremendous list to starboard al1.50 411 1.76
Beets, Colo., cwt
Cabbage, Colo
1.604 2.00 most as soon as she was hit. Almost
1.504J) 2.00
Carrots, cwt
all the lifeboats on that side were
Caulillower, lb
12ft 41 .15
Celery, Pascal, Colo., doz... .354$ 1.00 either blown into the air or otherwise
45 a
Celery
.76 rendered useless.
25(g)
.35
Onions, table, doz
The soldiers were immediately lined
Potatoes, cwt
1.504 2.00
Tomatoes, H. H. lb
up, and while standing at attention as
104. 12
Turnips, Colo., cwt
1.764 2.00 one man, began to sing "My Country,
'Tis of Thee, ' and "The Star Spangled
HIDES AND I'lDLTS.
Banner." The crew, which lined up on
Dry Hides.
the opposite side, sang "God Save the
25
Flint butcher, lb
7.
23
King."
Flint fallen, lb
stag,
12
lb
Flint bull and
12
Flint, culls and glue, lb
An Irish Port, Feb. 8. Most of the
Salt hides, 2c to 3c ib. less.
Horse hides 12 to 23 price of green Americans were lost through the
's
salted.
sudden heavy list after being
Green Salted Cured Uldes. etc.
torpedoed, which caused faulty launch09
Over 40 lbs., lb
410
ing of the lifeboats.
0
Under 40 lbs., lb
410
03
Bull and stag
The German torpedo struck the Tus07
Ulue hides and skins
canla- a vital blow amidships, causing
Part cured, lc less.
Green 2c less than cured.
her to list almost to starboard.
Instead of plowing forward In this
Calf nud Kip, Urecn Salted.
fashion, as most vesselB do under the
Calfskin, lb
2021
12 4)114
Kip, lb
circumstances, the Tuscanla stopped
Each.
1.00 47)1.25 dead. A shiver ran through her, and
Deacons
504 .75 she heeled over at a dangerous level.
Sluiika
.12
Branded
The list to starboard bo elevated the
5.0046.00
Horse, No. 1
4.00 45.00
Horse. No. 2
as to render
pony
2.6043.00 lifeboats on the port oide
Glue and
50) .60 them practically useless, and only a
Colt
few of the boats on that side were
Creeu Suited 1'elta.
The first of these struck
launched.
Each.
$1.0U42.00
Lamb and sheep
the water unevenly, capsizing and
504 .75
Spring lambs
Shearlings
104 .60 throwing the occupants Into the sea.
Many donned lifebelts and Jumped
Dry Flint 1'elts.
35
overboard.
Wool pelts
Hundreds of others were
30
pelts
Short wool
preparing to follow this example when
24
Butcher shearlings, No. 1
10
No. 2 murían shearlings
a British destroyer boldly drew up
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
right alongside the Tuscanla. Vhen
MARKET),
MISCELLANEOUS
the men saw this many of them leaped
PTlces for Metals..
from the boat and salon decks to that
Bar silver.23.17
86c.
of the waiting destroyer.
V.
Copper,
Spelter, J7.69.
The destroyer took off several hunTungsten concentrates, per unit, S26.
dred n.en, all she could carry, and
60
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates,
per cent, (20.00422.50 per unit; crude moved away. She had come up, along
ores. 60 per cent, $22.00425.00: 25 per the starboard side of the Tuscanla.
cent, 812.00412. 60; 15 per cent, IS.404
As she steamed away with her deck
12.20 per unit;
loaded down with Americans, another
Batter, Eggs, Potatoes and Poultry.
Chicago. üutter Creamery, 42 4j) 60o British destroyer emerged out of the
ordinary
53463i4c;
Eggs rirst,
port, now
firsts, 51462c: at mark cases Included darkness on the Tuscanla
firsts, 4440.
high out of the water.
504i63c; refrigerator
Michigan and
Potatoes Wisconsin.
All the time this rescue vork was
Minnesota, bulk, 2. 00 2. 10; do sacks
82.10 41 2.15.
progressing cool heads were getting
Poultry Fowls. 29c; springs, 26c.
the tew other lifeboats afloat. Despite
Boatou Wool Market.
the many difficulties the crew behaved
Wool
Scoured basis
Boston.
Texas: Fine, 12 months, 81.6841.72; well and the coolness of the American
Boldiers was the subject of commendafine. 8 months, 81.6541.60.
Northern,
(1.7091.76:
California:
middle county, 81.5641.60; southern, tion in affidavits by (he boats officers.
Forty of the survivors were taken to
Oregon: Eastern No. 1 staple. 81.80
In the majority of cases,
clothing, 81.6041.60; hospitals.
61.82: eastern
1,
1.70.
$1.654?
No.
Valley
suffering from Injuries as a
Territory: Fine staple, 81.854T1-90- ; - they are
result of accidents In the lowering of
hnlr hlood combing. 81.7001.75: threeeighths blood combing, $1.4541.50: fine lifeboats or In consequence of sliding
$1.6041.65; fine medium
clothing,
down ropes.
l. 0011.00.
clothing,
Pulled: Extra, $1.804T1.85; AA, $1.70
Proof of the order which prevailed
supers,
1.66.
$1.604
A
1.80;
0
on the Tuscanla Is given by the landrhlraito Live Stock (inntatlona.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. $ 1 6.50 4i 16.75; ing of two typhoid and two pneumonia
casus without bad effect.
light, $16.10416.76; mixt I, $16.254
16.80: heavy, $16.00416.76; rough, $16.00
616.25; pies. 113.204? 16.40.
S8.50IS 14.00:
Cattle Native steers.
New York, Feb. 8. The Cunard
tockers and feeders, $7.3041 '10.85: cows
and heifers, $6.30411.75; calves, $9.504) liner Auranla, 13,400 tons, was torSheen Wethers. (10.0013.50: swaa. pedoed by a German submarine while
$9.754 13.00; lambs, $14.76 017.75.
bound for the United States, It was
Minneapolis,
Minn. Barley (1.(80 learned from officials of the Cunard
1.80.
line. Although badly damaged by the
Rye (2.184TÍ.11.
explosion the ship was not sunk and
Bran (32.60.
Is believed to be making her way back
Corn No. 8 yellow, (1.7501.80.
S
No.
white,
Oats
84480 910.
to port.
Flax $8.6183.'

A

FARMER

Western Canada Crop Estimated at $12,000, Makes
$19,000.

Messrs. Harris, formerly of Audubon, Iowa, wrote the "Audubon Advocate," expressing their satisfaction oí
things In Western Canada. They located at Makepeace, Alberta. Thej
say there are those who make good,
The former are
and those who fall.
those that land agents refer to when
advertising their land. "But," continues the letter, "A great many of the
farmers In this vicinity pay for their
land with their first crop. A man
near here bought a section of land In
the year 1915 for $23 per acre. He
broke 300 acres of the land (luring the
summer of 1015. In the fall of 1016
be threshed 16,000 bushels of wheat,
which paid for his land, ail expenses
and had a balance of $4,000. In the
fall of 1017 he threshed nearly as
much off the other half of the section.
At the present time he would not take
$50 per acre for his land.
"We have had five crops In Alberta.
our
The two dry years (1914-101wheat made 20 and SO bushels to the
acre respectively.
In 1916 we raised
50 bushels of wheat to the acre on
summer fallow. The best, results are
obtained by plowing or breaking In
the summer, working It down In the
fall so that it will retain the moisture.
your ground
Thus farming one-ha- lf
each year.
"Persons owning land here and still
living In the States should, If they
don't feel themselves able to come op
here and finance themselves until they
could get their first crop, get some of
their land broken and worked down
In the fall before they come. The
next spring they could come and put
In the crop, fence nnd put up their
buildings.- This way they have to
wait only one summer for their first
crop.
"it Is not advisable for a person to
come here In the spring, break ont
land and put It In crop the first year,
because the moisture Is not In the
ground and a failure Is almost certain unless It Is an exceptionally wet
year.
"One of the boys from that locality,
Mr. Peder M. Jensen came to Alberta
last spring. He bought a 80-6- 0 Rum-el- y
engine on the 8th day of
June, 1917, After that date he broke
1,100 acres of prairie sod for which
be. received an average of $5.00 per
acre.
"Mr. Hansen from your community,
was up here Inst fall with several
prospective land buyers from that
neighborhood.
At that time be In- quired the value of the crop on the
section we were farming. We told
him that It would probably make In
This
the neighborhood of $12,000.
same crop when sold brought nearly
$19,000.
The most of It being sold
when prices were low for the year."
Advertisement.
He Took His Tin Hat Off.
staggered down the trench
with blood running over his face and
over his uniform.
There was so little room at this point that we had
to flatten agulnst the wall to permit
Close behind was anhim to pass.
other soldier with a small red cross
on his sleeve, not a Red Cross nurse
ns they never are at the front. He
started to tell us that the wounded
man Tiad just taken his helmet oft
but the wounded man preferred to
"J just took
tell the story himself.
off me tin hat to scratch me blooming
top piece when whang I Shrapnel. And
now it's me back to bllghty under me
own power." He wobbled on, London
Chronicle.
A man

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
has been a household remedy all over
the civilized world for more than half
a century for constipation, intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
depressed feeling that accompanies
It Is a most valuable
such disorders.
remedy for Indigestion or nrvons dyspepsia and liver trouble, bringing on
headache, coming up of food, palpitation of heart and many other symptoms. A few doses of August Flower
will Immediately relieve you. It Is a
Ask your druggist
gentle laxative.
Sold In all civilized countries. Adv.

Interchange.

"This prohibition proposition," commented Broncho Bob, "won't be work-I- n'
right for Crimson Gulch until Jug-vill- e
gets just as dry as we are."
"Why should you care about a neighboring settlement?"
"Well, It's a little too close. Some o'
the boys are driftln' Into the way of
spending their money for liquor In Jug-vll- le
and usln' old Crimson Gulch as a
sort of dormitory to sleep It off."

Fiery Red Pimples.
bath with Cutlcura Soap followed
by an application of Cutlcura Ointment to distressing eczemas, etc
proves their wonderful properties. For
free samples address "Cutlcura, jOept.
X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
A hot

When some people are praying for
sunshine and others for rain nothing
much happens.

To Cure

Cold In On

Day

LAXATIVA BROMU Quinine Taolnts. It stops
CuiiKb and Hendatne sod rorki oB ttas Ooia.
W. aflOVM'Ssis.nsinrsoo each bus. We.

Itke
e

Some people nse religion as a clonk
and some use It as an umbrella.
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For Infants and Children.
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áL Nervous Mothers
Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women

CHAIRMAN NAVAL BOARD
8AY8 NEW DEVICE MAKES
8HIP8 UNSINKABLE.

VICE

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
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UKRAINE
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Washington.
Announcement
by
Vice Chairman Saunders of the Naval
Consulting Board that means had been
foiiid to make troop ships practically
unsinkable, lends new meaning to the
air oi confidence with which both
American and British naval authori
ties are facing their task of clearing
tie seas of
Mr. Saunders said that one of the
ships recently commandeered by the
government "now lies at an Atlantic
port and In such shape that she cannot
be sunk by an exploding torpedo."
Recent statements by Admiral Jelll- coe, formerly first sea lord of the Brit
ish admiralty; by Secretary Daniels
and other officials have indicated that
a campaign has been mapped out and
the instrumentalities developed which
are expected to curb if not to elimi
nate the submarine entirely within the
next few months.

Thirty Years

GASTOBIA
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

TMeT

CNTAUII

UiNHT, KM

VOPM CITY.

YOU COOK YOUR

FOOD --WHY NOT
YOUR TOBACCO?
YOU

Berlin. Peace between the central
powers and the Ukraine was signed
Saturday mornine. according to an of
ficial statement.
Berlin. Some American orisonera
have been cantured north of Xlvrav
ten miles east of St. Mlhlel, says the
official statement issued bv the Ger
man general staff.

know what broiling

to steak, baking to a
potato and toasting to bread.
In each case flavor is brought
out by cooking by "toasting."
So you can imagine how
toasting ' improves the flavor
of the Burley tobacco used in
the Lucky Strike Cigarette.

r

i

e

day. ,
The armies of the German crown
prince before Verdun since Feb. 2
have suffered costly defeats In seven
vain raids on French positions on both
sides of the Meuse. Although large
bodies of troops were employed at
times, not a single permanent advantage has been gained.
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Portland. Ind. "I had a difmlnmnfc and anfffiTRd
it at times I could not be on my feet
at all. I was all run down and so weak I could not
do my housework, was nervous and could not lis
flown at nirht. 1 took treatments from a physician
uui, mey uiu. nos limp me. my Aunt recommeTiaea
T vAyr, V ptt.irh.TY.. 1r..AU.
T t :A
it and now I am strong and well again and do.
I
X
T
1.
'
TK1.1
' iI Hu'r uu wur& ttuu x ive iiyiua d nninania
Compound the credit."
c, Mrs.i tjJosifbihi
Tr...... n,K
-j
ti
i
80 badly from
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Every Sick Woman Should Try

LYDIA E. PINKHAMS
VEGETABLE
E.PINKHAM

LYDIA

WITTY

AMID FALLING

SHELLS

Irishman Within an Inch of Death An
swered Superior's Fool Question
With Ready Humor.
As

Private

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.

Mulligan
of
the
the Irish, was leaning against the
sandbag parapet, dividing his period
of guard between nervous glances
through the battered periscope and
of the little colleen back
In the Emerald isle, a noisy shell of
the R9 pattern Insinuated its brazen
nasal organ into the earth about two
feet In front of Pat's parapet, thereby
making a far different channel of
thought for the Irishman.
After the smoke had cleared a little
and the confusion subsided a subaltern
In action for the first time protruded
his startled vision from a near-b- y
dugout, and gazed In horror on the only
visible portion of Patrick, that being his head, and In a voice of plaintive Inquiry asked:
'Er er Mulligan, was that a

Carter's Little Liver Pills
You Cannot be
Constipated
and Happy

f
KvtiSSSZ
Small Pin
Small Dote
Small Price

many colorless faces

but

A Remedy That
Makes Life
iCARTEtfSf
Worth Living
Whittle
I

BILLS.

I

enulne bean aUrnatura

IRON PILLS
pARTER'S
will greatly help most
people
aia

pale-fac-

Literal.
Good Reason.
Agnes, aged three, had got some but"I've cut out smoking lately."
ter on her hand, and to get it off she
"How'd that happen?"
put her hand around her mother's
"Going with a different crowd now."
waist and wiped her hand on her
mother's apron. Her mother said: "Is
Two editors fought a duel In Spain.
this an embrace" "No," Agnes re- Both were roundly applauded by the
plied. "It's butter."
public.

Win the War by Preparing the Land

wounded Saturday night by shell fire.

The Americans sprinkled the enemy
trenches with shrapnel all day Sun-

W v
I u ÍJ

1

Yi

IWaf

the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops

IT'S TOASTED

Wiw. in

l II

Washington.
Warm praise of the
state of efficiency reached by Ameri
can gunners in their training with the
shelir'
famous French seventy-fivmillemet- For a moment Pat looked innumer
er guns was received from a French able
things
his superior, and then
artillery officer who has just arrived remembering atwho
he was, answered,
Sowing
In Washington to join an official mis keeping
the sarcasm as much to him
sion. He said many of the Ameri- self as possible :
In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
Work
can batteries' have exceeded the best
'No, sorr. Shure, It was only an ex
records made by French gunners, who plosive bullet, sorr!"
FARMING IN MAN POWER NECESSARY
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOR LIBERTY
have been using the "75s" since that
weapon was adopted. The officer de
The Food Controller! of the United States and Canada are asking for
"Cold
Head"
scribed the work ol one squad, which Is an scute attackInofthe
food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are availNasal Catarrh. Per.
several times fired thirty rounds per sons who are subject to frequent "colds able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest.
Upon the
the haad" will And that the use of
minute, as being thesubject of admir In
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply.
build UD the Svstem. cleanse the Rlnod
ing comment in the French armies,
render them leas liable to colds.
With the American Army in France. and
Every Available
Repeated attacks of Acuta Catarrh may Every Available Tillable Aere Must Contribute;
The Germans are using dogs in their lead to enrome uatarrn.
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Assist
CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak- front lines to warn them of the ap enHALL'S
and acta through the Blood
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
proach of patrols opposite the Ameri- on Internally
the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for seedAll Druggists 75c Testimonials rree.
can sector. A German dog "listener"
SIOO.OO for anv
cam nf cntarrh that ing operation.
prevented one of our patrols from ex HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINES will not
ecuting a daring stroke. Two corpor cure. Cheney
Canada's Wheat Production Last Year was 228,000,000 Bus!!s the
Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
ft
als who were concerned in it have 7. J.
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels
been mentioned in official reports for
Good Substitute.
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
their spirit and coolness.
Judge Ben B. Lindsay said in an nd- ress before a wayfarer's lodge in Chi the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can
Cranmar and Glassley 8urvlvors.
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
cago:
Denver. The partial list of surviv
The man who gets on, the man who States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada. Whenors of the Tuscania disaster, transmit climbs up, Is to be a neat man.
ever we find a son we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
ted from Washington, include the
"There is no armor against fute, but we want to direct him there.
names of Jesse B. Cranmar of Buck- clean shirt is a good substitute."
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can
horn, N. M., and Isaac F. GlasBley of
Gillette, Wyo.
There nre prophets who hate the best serve the combined interest.
sunlight because it blisters the gloomy
Western Canada's help will be required not later than April 5th. Wages
AMERICAN IS AMBUSHED.
surface of their prophecy.
to competent help, 50.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
Those who respond tq this appeal will eet a warm welcome, good wages,
. ri
Ha
Til
Crown Prince Thrown Back Before
Dag
Diue,
unij. TTvjm TJiieu tarima
They will get a rate of one cent
much better than liquid blue. Delights good board and find comfortable homes.
Verdun Large Forces Engaged.
a mile from Canadian boundary points to destination and return.
With the American Army in France, the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had
Feb. 11. One American artilleryman
Half a loaf is better than a whole
was killed and five artillerymen were loafer.
U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
apply to:

Guaranteed by

x

ilMliVT."i

Wmern Nawipapcr Unloa New. Servlc.
Madrid, Feb. 11. Official announcement was made that the Spanish
steamship Sebastian, of 4,500 tons, has
been torpedoed while on a voyage to
New York. The crew was saved. The
Sebastian recently sailed from Horre- vleja and Alicante, Spanish ports in
the Mediterranean.
The Italian steamship Duca Di Geno
va, of 7,893 tons gross, has been tor
pedoed. It Is reported the vessel was
sunk only a mile off Murviedro beach.

For Over

fBSUÜiní thenrfranjinjnttn

Buffalo, N. Y. "I am tho mother of four children, and for
nearly tnree years i suiierea from a female trouble with pains
in my baoic and siae, ana a general weakness. I had
attendance most of that time but did not seem to
get well. As a last resort I decided to try Lydia E.
Hnkham's Vegetable Compound which I had seen
advertised In the newspapers, and In two weeks noticed
a marked improvement. I continued its use and am
now free from pain and able to do all my house
work." Mrs. IS. ii. Zielinska, 202 WeiBS Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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iiie pronta. Many western Canadian
farmers (scores of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100
profit on labor and investment
is worth investigation.
Canada extends to yon a hearty invitation to settle on her

Free Homestead Lands of 160 Acres Each
or secure some of
low priced lands

in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
the
Alberta. Think what yon can make with wheat at $2 a busael and land so
easy 10 gei. v onaenui yieias also or unís, Barley and
flax. Mixed faraalBg and cattle raising.
The climate is healthful and agreeable; railway facilities excellent; good schools snd churches convenient
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
rates to Supt Immigration. Ottawa. Cacada, or to
W. V. BENNETT
Boom 4. Boo Bid. Omaha. Nok
Ceaadlaa Oov.rnm.at Acvnt

IB

I

Paris. In a raid on a German posi- a
tion near Dloncourt, in Lorraine,
French detachment took thirty prisoners and one machine gun, the war
office announced.
Germans took prisoners west of Op-p- y
and . north of Passchendaele and
claim success In surprise attack on
eastern slope of Lorraine heights.
Italians repulsed surprise attack in
Monte Asolone region.
Men Named to Probe Beet Cost.
Washington.
Food Administrator
Hoover announced a commission to determine the cost of producing sugar
beets In Colorado and a fair profit on
The members apsuch production.
pointed are Judge John C. Ball of
Montrose, Alfred A. Edwards and Albín Keeser of Fort Collins, Price Dun-lav- y
of Trinidad, and B. D. Parker of
Julesburg. The commission will arrange tor public bearings and to take
the sworn testimony of sugar beet
arowers as to cost of growing beets.

Does the Itching Disturb Your Sleep?
A word of advice from Paris Medicine Co., Beaumont and Pine
Sts., St. Louis,Mo. (Manufacturers of LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
and GROVE'S TASTELESS chill TONIC.)
We wish to state to our millions of friends that in

PAZO PILE OINTMENT
which is manufactured by us, we have a remedy which instantly relieves the intense itching of piles, and you can get restful
sleep after the first application. We have letters from a large number of our customers saying they were permanently cured of this
very annoying trouble. Every druggist has authority from us to
refund the money to every customer who is not perfectly satisfied
after using it Most all druggists handle it, but if your druggist
should not have it in stock, send us 50 cents in postage stamps with
your Name and Address and it will be mailed to you promptly.
After you try one box of PAZO PILE OINTMENT we know you
will ask your druggist to keep it in stock, and will recommend it to
your friends.
Send for a box of PAZO OINTMENT today and get immediate relief.

Estancia

News-Heral- d

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

ENROLLMENT OF

Pablished'ever Thursday
J. A. CONST ANT, Editor and Owner.
Katered m Moond cías matter Janmaryll.
1 907, to the poatotttoe at Rstanola.
N. M under
the Act of Cooffresi of March 3, 1907.

SKILLED WORKERS

Torrance county, New Mexico, for the year ending December 31, 1917.
Payments during year
Receipts during year
Fund or Account
General County
Court
Interest and Sinking
General School
General Road
State Loan
Court House and Jail Repair
Wild Animal Bounty
Advertising Costs Del. Tax List

$15,815.19
5,207.11
1,637.69
2,244.74
619.61
113.73

17,997.41
3,103.56

3,446.30

19,311.10
The United States public ser3,609.36
vice reserve has opened up enDIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
80.17
at the
rollment headquarters
'183.48
it
News-Heral- d
office in Estancia,
1,809.00
2,323.62
143.52
354.71
Dr. A. W. ROBERTS where adult males skilled in any
From Tahoka, Tex.
30,680.42
30,617.53
trade or profession can register State Treasurer
120.00
358.45
Veterinary Surgeon
for government employment or Institute
813.88
210.51
for employment with private County Special
Estancia, N. M.
pro193.69
197.33
Village of Estancia
Let me save your stock. Calls answer-da- concerns engaged on government
.72
Commissions
Assessor's
or night. Phone 35.
contracts.
875.00
District Attorney
Tqrrance County Abstract Co.
11,356.50
J. N. Bush has been commisSchool Bonds District 7
'
12,899.62
11,446.41
Salary
sioned enrolling agent for TorA. R. POOL, Manager
up-to-da- te
666.65
818.31
District No. 1
ESTANCIA,
N. MEX. rance county. He will devote School
451.69
1,413.16
"
2
"
Fifteen years experience as an Ab- his entire time on Saturdays to
up-to-da- te
464.66
" 3
1,304.06
"
"
a
stracter. See us before placing your enrolling.
Those in other parts
418.98
" 4
874.59
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
'
346.68
of the county who find it incon"
372.21
5
4,429.04
5,276.20
" 6
"
DR. H. T. W CUM AX venient to come to Estancia may "
3,036.08
" 7
4,097.06
"
"
enroll by mail, by writing to Mr.
Physician and Surgeon
a
2,248.82
8
"
3,093.70
"
"
Bush.
180.32
" 9
508.24
"
Office in rear of Estancia Savings Bank
Men desiring information reBuilding
2,369.64
'
3,601.69
"
" 10
589.11
garding the public service re'
" 11
904.45
ESTANCIA. N. M.
858.82
1,298.10
" 12
"
"
serve are advised to communi
6,366.54
" 13
"
7,854.40
"
D. S. KING
cate immediately with him. En
279.38
" ; " 14 !
299.11
"
reserve
public
rollment in the
"260.55
Coonty Surveyor
"
16
"
662.07
should appeal to every able
1,080.19
"
" 16
"
:.C
1,663.06
Agrimensor de Condado
'
county,
"
Torrance
567.67
man
in
bodied
735.95
17
"
"
Mcintosh. N.M.
376.45
"
" 18
"
416.97
who is skilled in any trade or
"
297.05
19
466.96
"
"
profession. It does not place the
1,765.72
" 20
2,025.84
"
"
person enrolling under any defl
W. H. MASON
271.18
" 21
"
"
401.57
nite obligation to accept employ'
323.01
" 22
846.48
"
"
Physician and Optician
enables
him,
133.60
" 23
but it
meat offered
428.49
"
"
422.35
" 24
384.05
"
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
men who wish to contribute to
468.04
"
" 25
739.41
the successful prosecution of the
Offlns
N.M.
Estancia,
235.77
278.00
"
Albuquerque's Large Hardware Store
" " 26
North Maiu St.,
war to register with the govern
" 27
343.76
"
"
468.23
m3nt for desirable employment
359.62
" 28
"
840.37
"
N. M.
261.80
"
at the very best wages, where
"
" 29
423.73
Amble
" 30
648.57
"
"
651.00
their services are most needed
' 32
361.06
Physician and Surgeon
"
"
908.25
When a man enrolls he will re
"
" 34
261.10
"
639.66
Office practice and consultation. Treating
visions of this section shall be
Ordinance No. 20.
tain entire freedom of judgment
of Eyes and Fitting of (vIbbsbs a Specialty.
" 35
579.62
"
"
1,087.84
Office at Drue Store
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
as to whether he will accept any
"
37
"
637.96
"
1,143.15
An
OrOrdinance
to
amend
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. at.
and shall, upon conviction thereparticular kind of work that is
"
" 38
338.13
"
694.86 dinance No. 12, approved
June of, be fined each the sum of not
122.10
"
"
" 39
379.40
offered him.
6th, 1910, entitled "An Ordi- less than 25 dollars nor more
"
"
40
274.82
"
485.10
13
The public service reserve in
inthan 50 dollars and costs for
41
544.59
460.80 nance to regulate the sale of
fact a government employment
each offense, and upon second
toxicating
" 42
liquors
Village
"
86.96
in
the
"
386.65
FRED H. AYERS
bureau particularly concerned in
conviction for such violation, the
"
" 43
710.97
772,52 of Estancia."
"
proprietor or proprietors so confinding out just where the sup
271.31
488.61
Attorney and Counselor at Law
"44
Be it ordained by the Trustees victed a second time
shall be
" 45
414.33
ply of skilled workers in the
422.50
Village
of
the
of
Estancia,
Offlea honra 0 :80 a m to 4 :80p m
New
fined not less than $50, nor more
" 46
197.64
"
"
397.15
United States is to be found
Mexico:
than $100, and costs.
ESTANCIA,
" 47
NEW MEXICO
260.78
617.40
The demand for this class of
Section two:
" 48
"
363.66
"
655.60 Section one:
This ordinance shall be in full
workers has bo increased since
49
7.36
59.05
That it shall be unlawful for
e. B. Ewlng'
force and effect from and after
the United States began speed
any
proprietor
enproprietors
or
DENTIST
the date of its passage and the
$130,459.02
Total
ing up its war work that it has
$134,608.88
gaged in the business described date of its last publication, as
E6TANCIA
NEW MEX.
organize
necessary
SOURCES OF RECEIPTS
to
been
found
in Section one of Ordinance No. provided by law.
Sometimes out of town first of week
85161 Institute
Taxes, 1910 and prior
$
120.00
Approved tHis 23rd day of Jan. ,
but always in Estancia office Fridays the labor of the country as com12 of the 'Village of Estancia,
1,240.38
1911
"
on
Deposits
Interest
1,172.13
1918.
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building pletely as the armed forces of
" 1912
2,294.50
Road Tax
01.08 New Mexico, to permit his place
C. E. EWING,
the nation are organized.
" 1913
1,393.66
County Clerk
3,45175 of business in this village to be
W. DRAYTON WASSON
Mayor.
At present the government is
" 1914
1,279.27
Probate Court
123.07 open before the hour of 6 A. M.,
H. C. WILLIAMS,
2,228.05
in particular need of skilled labor
" 1915
District Court
463.66 or to remain open after the hour
Attorney at Law
Village Clerk.
93,319.53
" 1916
Sheriff's Fees
285.95 of 8 P.M.;
for shipbuilding, and experi
and any proprietor First publication Jan. 24, 1918.
Will practice fn all Courts of New Mexico
854.64
Licenses
Merchandise
Assessor's
63.50
Fpa
proprietors
violating
or
the pro Last publication Feb. 14, 1918.
enced blacksmiths, carpenters,
'
1,400.00
Liquor Licenses
Miscellaneous
385.57
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
foundry Poll
machinists, painters,
1,315.25
Auto Licenses
Tax
1,094 59
workers, plumbers, pipe fitters Fines froni J. P. Courts
319.00
Interest
109.81
RESTAURANT
14,855.79
and electrical workers are urged Common School
Chili and Short Orders
1,746733
Total
$130,459.02
to enroll immediately if they are Forest Reserve
(Signed) JESUS CANDELARIA,
Figola Bread
willing to assist the government
Chairman Board of County Commissioners, Torrance County, New Mexico.
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof in tbis necessary work at the
JULIAN SALAS,
ATTEST:
Cakes and Pies
highest rate of pay.
Clerk.
(Seal)
J. R. WASH,
Men who enroll are given a
Now open for business. We will be glad to
of membership in the
Sale.1 Notice for Posting and Publishing.
Raymond T. Sanchez certificate
have you call at any time and look over our
public service reserve and are Notice of Special Master's
Department of the Interior,
General Merchandise entitled to wear the honor button In pursuance to a judgment and de
stock. You will always be welcome. First
United States Land Office
Wagon Yard
of the service to indicate that cree of foreclosure and sale rendered
door south of Estancia Auto Co.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
All Kinds of Feed
they have offered their services in the District Court of Torrance counFeb. 2, 1918.
Chilill, N. M, to the government in this time ty, State of New Mexico, on the 31st
Land for Sale
Serial No. 033816
day of January, A. D. 1918, at Estan
Notice is hereby given that the
Also V on right hip of need.

Subscription

$i.50 per year in advance

Uncle Sam says we must
duce a large quantity of farm
way
products and the
is with Tractor and
Farm Machinery.
We carry large stock on hand
and shall be pleased to have
you call and see us or write us

y

1907-190- 8

I

.

ht once

:

--

'

J.Korber&Co.

.

HLBÜQÜERQÜE,

C.J.

-

,

,

Valley Furniture Co

cross on right shoul
der, AX on left nip.
Ranee 6 miles north
i mile west of Lucy,
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Edmonds

& Sons.

, of any cattle with above
brands strayed from range.

Lucy, N.

M--

Ghas. Sawey
Agent for

CONTINENTAL

OILS

. RND GHS
Letters
Following is a list of the letters remaining unclaimed in the
postoffice at Estancia, N. M., for
the period ending February 12,
1918.
If not called for within
fifteen days from this date these
letters will be sent to the dead
letter office at San Francisco,
California.
Persons calling for
tnese letters please say advertised." There will be a charge
of one cent on each one of these
letters delivered.
IRA ALLMAN, P. M
Jesus Aguilar
Hario Blea
Mrs. C E. Baker
Priciliano Chavez
Advertised

J.

Clack (card)
Mr. E. E. Criswell
Yimenio Cato .
Mr. Frank Davis
Sr. Manuel Ernachseo
Mr. L. G. Grover
Miss Lillia M. Grong (card)
'
Mr. Maynard Gay
Alice Hoyland (card)
Bill Johnson 2
Mr. Brock Johnson
W. M. Klahr
Isabelita G. Leyba
Utea Mae Miller
S.

C. C. Muse

E. C. McKinney
Covel Orneld
Marselino Lara
Joseines Padoca
(Mrs.) Ella Pritchard
Mary Ralesan
Marcelo Roybal
Mr. & Mrs. Homer B. Stephens
Mrs. W. R. Smythe

Bonifacio Salas
W. M. Tackett 2
John Tanderford
Paul Wilson (card)
A. F. Hibler, who has been at
Douglas, Arizona, for some time,
came in last week for physical
examination. He will stay here,
as he expects to be called for
service soon.

cia, N. M., in a certain cause num
760,
bered
Civil, therein pending
wherein Ben Donlin is plaintiff and R.
E. Cargo is defendant, said action be.
ing a suit for the foreclosure of a certain chattel mortgage, in which action

S. N.

Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company,
by Howel Jones, its Land Commissioner, has this day filed in this office its
application, Serial No. 033816 to select
under the provisions of the Act of

Jenson

ESTflNem.

N. M.

Congress

approved April 21, 1904 (33
Stat, 21') the following described
lands:
plaintiff obtained judgment against the
NEW MEXICO PRINCIPAL MERIsaid defendant, which judgment re
DIAN NEW MEXICO.
mains unpaid, in the sum of $685.48,
T. 1 N, R. 12 W.'
together with interest thereon at the
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SJÍ SH. Sec. 1.
rate of twelve per centum per annum
T. 3 N, R. 21 W.
from the third day of March, 1917, and
Lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec 21; S1, SE4 ,
costs and expenses of suit, and also re- Sec. 22; 8
Sec. 23; EJÍ NE'j.
covered judgment for the sale of the SWJ," 8W, Sec. 26; S',í
HS, NWU
goods and chattels described in said
Sec. 27; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SX
chattel mortgage.
SE4, Sec. 28.
Notice is hereby given that I, the
T. 5 N., R. 10 E.
undersigned special master appointed
NK SEM, SWJÍ SE4', NE.'i SWÜ,
by the Court to sell the hereinafter Sec 20.
described goods and chattels, will, at
T. 2 N., R. 6 E.
the front door of the court house in Es
Lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec 4; Lot 1, Sec. 5.
tancia N. M., on the fifth day of March,
Any and all persons claiming ad
A. D. 1918, at one o'clock in the after- versely the lands described, or desiring
noon of said day, sell at public auction to object because of the mineral char
to the highest bidder for cash the fol acter of the lands or for any other realowing goods and chattels, to wit:
son, to the disposal to applicant, should
une wegman piano, one gun case file their affidavits of protest in this
(wooden cabinet), ore large table, five office, on or before, the 25th day of
Navajo rugs, twelve wall pictures, marco, a?io.
eleven chairs (rocker and straight),
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
one ice chest, one barrel kitchen utensils, one small heating stove,
one
A HINT TO THE AOtD.
porch swing, and other articles, two
If people past sixty years of age
wooden bedsteads, one Overland touring car, model 83, motor No. 13424, could be persuaded to go to bed as soon
one Mitchell runabout, model 1913, as they tike cold and remain in bed
for one or two days, they would re
motor No. 24897.
Witness my hand this 5th day of cover much more quickly, especially if
they take Chamberlain's Cough RemFebruary, A. D. 1918.
edy.
There would also be less danger
THOMAS B. RAPKOCH
of the cold being followed by any of
Special Matte.
the more serious diseases.
adv

ENeiNO
BHNK
STHTE
ENCINO,
MEXICO
NEW

CAPITAL

25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans n specialty. We invite
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.

S,

SE.

BURNET FREI UNGEhTf
The Land Man

$

I

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

ESTANCIA, N. M.

0
o

0

o

Neal Jenson

o

U. S. Commissioner

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.
--

Estancia, New Mexico

C3CaC3OOC3C

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST

Pat Sanchez of Duran was a
business visitor in Estancia Monday.
Hiram West, Sr., of Moriarty,
was here Monday and Tuesday on
business.
Mrs. Mamie Williams has gone
to Dallas, Texas', to purchase a
millinery stock.
Basket leaves Fenley's barber
shop for Imperial Laundry every
Tuesday morning.
G. C. Mulkey and H. G. Staley
of Progresso were in Estancia
on business last Saturday,
who bought
Mr. Hazelwood,
the Dannevik place northwest of
Moriarty, was here Saturday.
If you don't want to bother
sending for your papers and
magazines, come to this office
and we'll do it for you.
,

Hot and cold baths at Fenley's
adv.
barber shop.
Hogs wanted. See Caussey &
Woods at White Rose Cafe.
Potatoes for sale. See sample
at county agent's office. John
Gloss.

Stray cow, 7D connected on
right side, AN connected on left
side.

P.

J.

Moe.

P. gas engine for sale
at a bargain; in good shape.
adv
Fred L. Burruss.
A. R. Dressier, who lives near
Manzano, was a business visitor
in the county seat last Thursday.
D. 3. King of Mcintosh, Neal
For Sale, yearling and
Jenson and J. M. Milbourn of
Hereford Bulls The Estancia attended a bean meet
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N. ing in Santa Fe last week.
M.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Speifce,
For rent, a comfortably
who had been visiting Mr. and
room, with fire. Gentle- Mrs. Geo. Pugh, left Monday for
man preferred. Apply at this their home at Arlington, Kansas.
office.
W. M. Valentine, of Moriarty,
For sale, one second hand was here on business last Friday.
Ford, one Studebaker.
Or will Mr. Valentine formerly lived
trade for stock or land. Inquire across the line in Santa Fe
adv
at this office.
county.
For sale, work horses, mares,
Commissioner Juan
and saddle horses, part broke, Cruz Sanchez was down from
part unbroke. Fair size. G. W. Manzano Monday to see his kins
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh. man, Jose de Jesus Romero, off
For sale cheap, 1 good work for the front.
team. 1 mare with foal, 1 good
Raymond T. Sanchez, the
milk cow. Inquire of Leo Doug- Chilili
merchant, came down
las or Farmers and Stockmens Sunday and spent several days
Bank.
visiting with his family and atProgresBo people loaded a car tending to business.
of beans last week that will feed
Mrs. Alice Miller of Chanute,
somebody quite a spell.
It con- Kansas, accompanied by her
tained 80,000 pounds.
daughter Miss Enith Hinton, is
P. L. Brown, dealer in junk-ir- on, visiting her sister, Mrs. Ben
bone, rags, brass anything Young, northwest of Estancia.
in the junk line. Will pay highH. D. Wooldridge left for Ken
est market price delivered in Es- tucky Monday.
His family re
tancia. Also agent for Indiana mains here. Mr. Wooldridge
silo of Texas.
said letters from Kentucky inRev. Waltz spent a couple of formed him that state had ex
days here this week making perienced the hardest winter
ready to move here. He re- ever known.
turned to Belen Wednesday, inA government market special
tending to get back here Satur- ist will be here next Friday,
day.
Feb. 22, to discuss the market
Signs are beginning to appear question with farmers. A meetindicating that the new owners ing will be held at the Pastime
of the N. M. C. intend to put the theater at 2 P. M. Let every
road in first class condition, and farmer in the county be present.
possibly that they have in mind
Jose de Jesus Romero of Man
going further.
General Man- zano, son of
Commisager Richardson was here Tues- sioner Julian R. Romero, and
day, and said that he had bought Alfred R. Neighbors of Cedar-val- e
He
two additional locomotives.
have volunteered for the
gave instructions to Mr. Brunk, service of their country. They
master mechanic at the shops to passed the physical examination
hire all the additional mechanics here and left Monday for Camp
he could get hold of boiler mak- Funston, Kansas.
carpenters,
machinists,
ers,
Henry Shouse, one of the early
Mr. Brunk was
painters, etc.
homesteaders in the valley who
also instruced to repair the steam
left here several years ago and
shovel and outfit, which is in the
has been at Hurley most of the
yards here, but this was later time, came in Wednesday for a
countermanded, presumably be- visit of several days. He finds
cause there is a question as to considerable change here since
the ownership. The outfit stood he left.
for years in the construction
Feb. 23, "The Rissof
yard of the Albuquerque Eastern
at Moriarty, but was brought Susan," E. K. Lincoln,
down here some time ago to save Pastime.
it from looters, who would have
CHAMBERIAIN'S
TABLETS.
had it completely torn to pieces. These Tablets are intended especially
It has been very heavily
for disorders of the stomach, liver and
bowels.
If you are troubled with
1

4--

two-year-o-

fur-nisn-

"

v

heartburn, indigestion or constipation

Neis Frostenson

they will do you good.

adv

Has got in a New Stock of Groceries

ÁzéK

Fancy Coffee

2L&

Mrs. Jay Gregory and little
home near
Watrous last Saturday.
G. W. Campbell
who bought
the Jordan and Charley May
places at the edge of the foothills and came here with his
stock in December, is happily
disappointed to find that his
stock shows no signs of suffer
ing from cold.
He expected
otherwise,
Mjr, and Mrs. A. W. Shartzer
and son Ray from the south part
of the county, accompanied by
Mrs. Wilbur Diehman of Corona,
were in Estancia on business
Monday.
Mr. Shartzer reports
his stock doing well, and he has
heard of no losses in his neigh-

ADMINISTRATION

borhood.

'

Coming

TO BUY BEANS

son returned to their

Santa Fe. N. M.. Feb. 14.
Food Administrator Ely gave out
the following statement regard-

Fancy Box Candies. A large shipment
is on the wáy, and should be here in a
very few days. Get yours.

ing the bean situation today:
"The Grain Corporation of the
Food Administration will buy all
Pinto beans in farmers' hands
New Mexico and Arizona at $8.80
per hundred pounds for reclean-e- d
standardized beans in new
sacks on board ears point of shipment. Eighty cents is allowed
the shipper for the cost of
sacking and handling,
and to cover his profit. $8.00 per
hundred must be Daid to the
farmers for their recleaned beans
in bulk. The Food Administration undertakes to market these
beans at not to exceed two
pouds for a quarter primary markets. Contracts will be submitted for signatures to shiDDers
and producers next week by
county agricultural agents. It i 3
suggested that all dealing in
beans be susnended Dendintr the
receipt of these contracts. County agents will meet Monday in
Albuquerque with Lamsons, representing the Food Administra
tion Grain Corporation."

Estancia Drug Company

Dr. A. W, Roberts, veterinary
surgeon, who has been in the
valley for some time, ha3 decided to devote his time to practice.
His card will be found elsewhere
f n. b.
in this paper.
He was a highly
$360.00 Detroit
successful practitioner for many
years at Tahoka, Texas, and will
fill a long felt want here.
County Treasurer Romero and
ESTANCIA, N. M.
Fred Chavez of Willard were
skinned, cut and bruised in an
auto accident in Tijeras canyon
while on the way to Albuquerque
a few days ago. The car struck
The. Farmer's Friend
MARRIED
a slippery place, skidded and
Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
turned over. Mr. Chavez was
A wedding, beautiful because
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
pinned under the car, but his
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.
companion w&s able to help him of its quiet simplicity, was solemnized on Saturday evening at
out.
Mountainair State Bank, uounntaminair'
the home of J. C. Peterson,
Stie-wiThe
house on the
prowhen
Peterson
Justice
place northwest of Estancia,
and
nounced the ceremony that unitwas burned Monday morning.
ed in marriage Miss Viola Brown
The fire started in the roof, and
Merle S. Pixley.
was no doubt caused by a hot and
The bride is the charming and
fire and a defective flue. It was
accomplished daughter of Mr.
occupied by "Bunk" Arthur,
and Mrs. O. H. Brown of this
who had rented the place for
valley, but for the past two
He lost practically
this year.
years has been employed in Algoodshis
household
all
Neither
buquerque by the Occidental
bouse nor contents were insured,
Life Insurance Co. as a stenMr. Robinson will rebuild.
ographer.
"Merle," as he is
Feb. 26, "Old Folks at Home," commonly known, has been emieast ployed as shDp foreman by the
Robeat Tree. 5 reels.
Our new stock of dry goods and hosiery?
on Gomedu, ''Teddu at the ThrotValley Auto Co. since early fall,
If not, you should do so. We will be
tle." -P- astime.
and has a host of friends who
glad to show you.
join in congratulations that he
Public Sale.
has now so charming a helpmate.
The happy couple were given
Hays
miles
2
place,
sale,
Public
wedding
dinner at the Peterson
a
west, 2 miles north of Estancia,
Feb. 26, at 1 P. M., 5 head of home the following day, after
horses and harness, wagon, plow, which they made a short visit to
other farm tools, household and the bride's country home.
Mr, and Mrs. Pixley will make
kitehen utensils. Joe Castagna.
their home in Estancia, and have
many friends here as well as in
Notice
Abstracts.
Albuquerque who join in wishing
Roberson Abstract Company, them a prosperous, happy life.
incorporated, announces revision
of its prices effective Jan. 1,
For Sale.
1918, on all orders filed on or af120 head coming
and
ter said date.
coming
heifers 90
This company is incorporated 60
per cent Whiteface. Also some
under the laws of this state, and
A. J. Green.
the law makes an abstract certi- Whiteface bulls
secretary
by
its
fied to as correct
Farm Loans.
Parts, Supplies and Repairs
Agents for Torrance County.
and under its corporate seal evi
dence of the matters thereby
position
to make long
I am in
shown same as Public Records of time farm loans. J. S. Kelly.
Torrance county. Ralph G. Rob
WHEN YOU HAVE A COID.
erson, Secretary.
Confidence
Result of Strength
It is when you have a severe cold

Valley Ruto So,
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STRENGTH
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KEMP BROS.

D od g e Brothers
MOTOR CAR
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ESTANCIA AUTO GO.

the

The strength of this bank is the direct result oí its efficient management
ample resources and capital. The confidence of J he people is the result of
the strength and unquestioned safety which the bank assure its depositors
and patrons . Ever siuce its establishment the bank has gradually grown in
Strength and also in the esteem of the people. We invite tb accounts of all
who appreciate safety for their money and careful, efficient service.

that you appreciate the good qualities
THE UNITED STATES FOOD
ADMINISTRATION SAYS: of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Mrs.
Pana, 111., write?:
Frank Crocker,
There Is no royal road to food
son Paul caught a
"Our
We can only acconservation.
severe cold last winter that Bettled on
complish this by the voluntary
his lungs and he had terribYe coughing
action of our whole people, each
spells. We were greatly worried about
element In proportion to Its means.
It la a matter of equality of burhim as the medicine we gave him did
saving
den; a matter of minute
not help him in the least. A neighbor
In
every
point
at
and substitution
of Chamberlain's
spoke so highly
on
the
kitchens,
20,000,000
the
Cough Remedy that I got a bottle of it.
dinner tables, and In the
wholeThe first dose benefited him so much
manufacturing,
2,000,000
f
that I continued giving it to him until
sale and retail establishments
adv
he was cured."
the country.

A

Strong Bank with no side lines.

t

Straight Banking.

Experienced management and larno financial resources at our command.

Capital and Surplus $254700.00

We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits

Torrance County Savings Bank
The Oldest Bank

in

Torrance County

Willard, New Mexico

Ik
A. T. COCHRAN

20c to 45c per lb.

Juan Q. Jaramillo
Merchandise

GROCERIES, FRESH MEATS, FLOUR,

Elkhorn Creamery
Cheese

Dealer in General
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

FEED AND HAY

Family Washing:
Factory
From Swedish-Americaand ironing is our specialty.
We wash
of the State of Wisconsin. Buy everything
that's dirty, makes no dif
will keep ference what it is. We do it cheaper,
the best cheese- -it
your healthy complexion.
too, than any other laundry or individn

ual.

VALLEY HOTEL
ESTANCIA

J. N, Burton was in Santa Fe

on business the first of the week. FOOD

service.
SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY

J. E. Hinman, Agent,
of poatoffice.

2 doors

north

Our store has but

I carry Roofing Paper. Baling Wire, Wall Paper, GasCans, Shoes. A Specialty in Silk
oline. Oil.
Scarfs, Silk Waists, and Silk Fringe Shawls up to

ONE PRICE TO ALL

SPECIAL:

Highest Patent Flour, $6 per hundred
WPhone orders given prompt attention

$37.50.
33

IL Mex.
Torreón.
aaatstiatiíja
:HtftHít3t$tít5
isatis

ESTANCIA

NEWS HERALD.
FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
8AYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Weetern

Nwpapr

Untan w ewe service

Monslgnor Daniel M. German, pres
ident of the Episcopal College of Du
buque, has been selected head of the

diocese of Boise, Idaho.
Emperor Charles has refused to ac
cept the resignation of the Austria
cabinet of Dr. von Seydler, according
to advices received at Zurich.
'Remember the Tuscania!" will be
an irreslstable call to the colors and
battle cry of victory for the Ameri
cans In the war, London newspapers
declared.
Evidence ihat the Germans are centering their submarine power on the
American transport service Is seen In
the torpedoing of the two great Cun-arliners Tuscania and Auranla.
a great number of persons were
killed or injured in consequence of a
collision between a train loaded with
Red Guards and a government train
sent to Intercept the Red Guard train
near Kemi, northern Finland.
Admiral Sir John R. Jelllcoe, form
er chief of the naval staff, speaking
at Hull, England, said he was afraid
we are in for a bad time for a few
months, but by late summer about
August I believe we will be able to
say the submarine menace Is killed."
Eight thousand of Guatemala's most.
beautiful homes, valued at more than
80,000,u00, were totally destroyed in
tne recent eartjquake. Minister Joa
quin Méndez learned officially. Government buildings and cathedrals, val
ued at a larger figure, are also a com
plete loss, the report stated.
Passengers on ships which accom
panied the Tuscania and her convoy
express
the conviction in London
that Germany had been warned ot the
coming of the transport and her convoy, and that the
had been
instructed as to the route which was
to be taken by the ships.
The British admiralty Friday night
stated that the latest figures available on the Tuscania disaster slewed
that 2,235 persons had been saved and
that about 1G6 were mlsRlng. The
saved, It was added, Included 133 American officers and 1,917 American
men, sixteen officers and 183 men ot
the crew and six passengers.
The
bodies of 126 American troops have
been recovered.
Of the 148 survivors
landed on the Scottish coast 134 be
longed to the United States army. In
cluding seven officers.

ABOUT THE WAR
Italian airmen bring down flfty-slmachines In ten days.
Two French steamers of more than
1,000 tons and one under that tonnage
were sunk during the week ending
.WA.-f1 Tyf
liLartfajtWitrn Newspaper Vnlon&af-yW
mi.1.,
Feb. 2 by mine or submarine.
The Italian shipping losses by mine
trenches. 2 Riveting tne keel plates In one of the
1 Hippy British Tommies on their way to the
or submarine In the week ending Feb,
ships America Is building In large numbers. 3 Scene during the enforced r. Klsterlng of enemy aliens In Chicago.
2 were very light, only one steamer
the Chinese border to take the railway.
a half more this year may be realized under 1,000 tons being sunk.
Arab forces, under command of the
The Tartars occupied Yalta, In the
Mr. linker was sharply challenged In
NEWS REVIEW OF
sheik of Mecca, have completely de
government of Taurida, and were adregard to that forecast, and admitted
vancing to Sebastopol, the great naval that It might not be exact. On the feated the Turkish army operating
on the Black sea.
other hand, Rear Admiral Harris of southeast of the Dead Sea, official dis
THE PAST WEEK base
Adding to their own troubles, the the naval bureau of yards and docks, patches state.
bolshevlkl decveed the separation of was rather optimistic concerning the
The American artillery continued
church and state and seized all church
hammering
shipbuilding progress, stating that un
German positions
with
Sinking of Transport Tuscania property for the people, which aroused der favorable conditions the govern- marked success Friday night and Sat
the patriarch of Russia to excommuniurday. A destructive fire on enemy
ment would complete this year Its origInspires Nation to Carry War
cate some of them and to call for a inal program of 6,000.000 tons of 'con
buildings and works was maintained.
holy war.
struction.
Chairman Flood of the
The admiralty reports fifteen Brit
On to Victory.
An unconfirmed report said Polish
house foreign affairs committee also ish merchantmen sunk by mine or
troops had captured Mohllev, headadded a cheerful note when he said submarine in the p.st week. Of
these
quarters of the bolshevlkl army, and the United States "will furnish more ten were 1,000 tons or over,
and five
LADS FACED DEATH BRAYELY had captured Commander In Chief men and more money for the war In a were under 1,000 tons. Four fishing
Krj'lenko and his staff.
far shorter time thnn has been the vessels were also sunk. ,
A deadlock over the question of the
fondest hope of our own people or the
A cable dispatch to the Norwegfaa
Ukraine put an end, for the present
nations with which we are associated.
legation from Chrlstianla says that
America Ready With New Methods to at least, to the peace negotiations at
during January twelve Norwegian vesRussian
Combat the Submarines
The Germans, It was
Directly connected with the question
sels, aggregating 18,805 gross tons,
said, then demanded their terms be acBolshevik! Fighting All Their
of ocean transportation is the propo
were "lost by the war" and eight Norcepted at once, threatening otherwise
Neighbors President Wilsition of the British government that
to march on Petrograd.
150 battalions of Americans be trained wegian seamen lost their lives.
The Russian
son Asks Further
Hostile airplanes continue to carry
soldiers' council at Moscow called on In English camps so they can be hur
Powers.
the government to form a volunteer
ried to the front In Flanders and to out raids against Venice, Mestre and
socialist army and continue resistance.
the sector held by General Pershing. Treviso. These Venetian plain cities
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Meanwhile economic and food condiffere again bombed according to the
This would serve to relieve the existThe United States sustained Its first tions in Petrograd and other parts of ing congestion at the French ports official statement form Italian head
severe blow in the war on Wednesday, Russia are growlne steadily worse.
quarters,
but there were no casual SPORT
where Americans now are debarked.
when the transport Tuscania, carrying
L. G. Palmer broke twenty-fou- r
This and similar plans are still under ties.
American troops to Europe, was torIt Is quite evident that Trotzky has discussion.
American
at
artillery and Infantry birds out of a possible twenty-fivpedoed off the north' Irish coast and been counting on a real revolution of
Although General Maurice, director have succeeded In cleaning out a ma the Lakewood Country club trans In
sank In two hours. At the time of the workers of Germany, and It Is of military operations, says the allies jority of
the snipers who caused con Denver.
writing the number of missing, pre- equally evident that no such revolution
are still numerically superior on the siderable annoyance from the time
Broadmoor golf course at Colorado
sumably dead, is 101. Of these 57 were Is forthcoming In the nenr future. The west front and have no fear of the rethe sector was
over by the Springs, will be the scene of the Col
American officers and enlisted men, widespread strikes which were hailed sults of the expected German drive troops. Snipers' taken
posts In buildings orado state golf championship
Aug.
the others being members of the Brit- with Joy by the foolishly optimistic
there, Great Britain and France are have been destroyed by knocking 21 to 24 Inclusive this year.
ish crew. That the losses were so were quickly crushed by the military
urging America to get as many men down the shelters over the heads of
bowling
Bob
Smith,
in the Maior
mall was due to the excellent work power of the government, many of the as possible into the fighting Unes.
League at Denver, put over a brilliant
of the convoying vessels and the time leaders forced Into the array and the The German concentration movement the Germans with shells.
exhibition,
finishing
an
exceptional
General Mannerhelm,
commander
the Tuscania remained afloat.
rank and file of the workers driven has been going on steadily and the
series with a score of 672.
of the forces which are supporting the
The fact that such disasters as this back to their labor. In this Internal
German press says all Is ready to
Finnish provisional government, has He averaged 226 for the evening's
were expected in the process of transstruggle the German autocracy seemstrike the blow whenever Hindenburg
porting hundreds of thousands of men ingly did not yield a single point to the says the word, and that the greatest defeatel the revolutionary Red Guard, sport.
Helsingfors dispatch to the Afton
Indications point strongly toward
to Europe does not lessen the shock democracy, though some effect of the battle of the war Is about to begin.
to the nation or mitigate the anguish strikes may appear in the future. The Hindenburg himself gave the world a Tidningen reports. The Red Guards baseball being played extensively by
the troops In France this spring. The
of the relatives of the victims. But radical leaders In the empire are not laugh the other day when he told a are said to have suffered a loss of
M. C. A. War Work Council has
killed. The battle occurred at
those relatives have the great consola backing water, any more than are their group of editors that he would be In
awarded
a contract for 59.700 base- Korkeakosl,
near
Tammerfors.
tion of knowing that their boys met autocratic opponents, and the situation
Paris by next April 1.
ballB, probably one of the largest or
their fate bravely and calmly, as Amer- there Is still critical.
WESTERN
Ha
ders ever placed.
ican soldiers should, and that they gave
During the week the Germans atAll persons who pay Interest, rent
their Uves for their country and for
As a substitute for the war cabinet
tacked the French rather strongly In or salaries to the extent of $800 dur- GENERAL
civilization as truly as if they had died and munitions directorate bills which the Alsne and Verdun regions but ing 1918 are now required, under a
Fire from a defective tent stove
on the field of battle. Most of these he so firmly opposes, President Wilwere utterly repulsed. All along the late ruling of the collector's office on caused the destruction of seven tent
troopers were but partly trained mem- son on Wednesday had Introduced In west front the activity of the aerial
revenue service, to make a houses In Camp Newton D. Baker
Internal
bers of forestry and other contingents the senate by Senator Overman a bill forces reached a high pitch, and the report of
near Fort Bliss, Tex.
the transaction.
going over to work behind the Unes, designed to do away with bureaucratic
artillery fighting was continuous. The
John L. Sullivan, fighter all his life.
The body of Mrs. Joy Sparks, 24
but when the first excitement of the Inefficiency and to give the chief execAmerican expeditionary force, whose years old, a pretty young widow, was was given the funeral of a fighter at
explosion bad passed these lads, Uke utive vast powers. It was drafted for sector has been revealed as lying east
Boston. He sleeps now in Calvary
veteran soldiers, lined up on the deck Mr. Wilson by the attorney general of St. Mlhiel and north of Nancy, was found buried beneath the flooring of cemetery
by the side of his father and
and sang national airs while they wait- and authorizes the president during subjected to every form of attack the an old livery barn on the outskirts of mother.
Clay, Ky. Mrs. Sparks
had been
ed their turns In lifeboats.
conthe war to distribute,
enemy could devise, and stood It all choked and shot to death.
Herbert C. Hoover, National Food
The sinking of the Tuscania has solidate and otherwise reorganize any well, replying vigorously and effectiveClyde B. Pearson, the Wyoming Administrator, has confirmed
apserved to weld the determination of and all existing administrative funcly. There Is no lingering doubt as to youth sentenced to be hanged during pointment of Calvin H. Morse, the
of Denthe entire nation to see the war tions and agencies and create such how well and bravely Pershing's boys
the week of Feb, 24 for killing Sheriff ver, as chairman of the hotel and resthrough to a victorious finish. It also new agencies as he deems necessary
will fight. The accurate fire of their Frank Roach of Cheyenne, in Laritaurant division of the Rocky Mounhas brought forth the Information that for the conduct of the war. He Is also batteries Is especially noteworthy.
mer county, Colo., was given two tain States, including Montana, Idaho,
the American navy, which so far has authorized to transfer appropriations
weeks' reprieve by the Colorado par- Wyoming, New Mexico and Colorado.
been fighting the
with make- from one department, bureau or comThere has been little change In the
This extends his lease These Btates were formerly In the ter
shift devices, is now about ready to mission to any other agency he may situation In Italy, the Invaders having dons board.
on
life until some time during the ritory under tlie direction of James
put Into operation new devices and designate.
lost ground If anything.
The Italian
Woods of San Francisco.
methods that, it Is confidently believed,
Those who support the measure say aviators did excellent work In bombing week of March 10.
will prove most effective in dealing It properly confers on the president,
Chiefs Yellow Hawk, Magpie and
Secretary Tumulty in a formal state
the enemy's rear lines and munition
with the murderous submarines.
The as commander In chief of the nation's
stations, while the Boche airmen de- Little Wolf at Oklahoma City led a ment In Washington, declared he was
movement of troops to the other side armed forces, whatever power he voted their efforts mainly, and charac- band of thirty Arapahoe
not
a candidate for appointment as
Cheyand
will not be checked In the slightest by deems necessary to perform his task teristically, to attacks on Venice, Trev-Issenator from New Jersey nor would
enne Indians into the office of GovSays with efficiency.
the loss of this one transport
Other congressmen
Padua and Mestre, where fhe ernor Williams and offered the coun- he be a candidate at the election In
Secretary of the Navy Daniels : "Just declared the bill actually creates a milHe said he considered It
November.
greatest damage they could do was to
as fast as our ships can carry men to itary dictatorship. There doesn't seem women and children, hospitals and try the services of ten regiments of more Important for him to remain as
Indian cavalry. The Indians said secretary
Europe they will go, and just aa fast to be much difference between these architectural treasures.
to
the President.
they preferred border service, but
as they are equipped they will be sent, two views.
Five of the thirteen buildings of the
were not opposed to going to France.
and ships will carry them, and no man
Uncle Sam Is putting the clamps on
e
Indiana state reformatory at
living will ever again see the day when
Ships, ships and more ships, Is still the enemies within his borders In
WASHINGTON
were destroyed by fire, enour goods will be carried across the the cry of the United States and the way that probably will check their neWorkless Mondays were suspended
tailing an estimated loss of 1,000,000.'
Atlantic except In ships flying the flag entente allies, and all are agreed that farious operations.
In New York In eight Southern states by Fuel Ad- Twelve hundred
pris
and eighty-fivof the United States."
ultimate victory hangs largely on the Franz von Rlntelen and six of his fel- ministrator Garfield.
oners, in cell houses and dormitories
-ability of America to turn out the relow conspirators were found guilty and
dollars will be raised were marshalled in orderly array
Three
billion
For a bunch that Is determined to quired amount of tonnage to transport given the maximum sentence. The enof the third Liberty loan, and marched to the institutional
have peace, the bolshevlkl of Russia Its troops and the Immense quantities forced registration of all enemy aliens in advance
by were marched to the Institutional
are getting plenty of fighting these of food and munitions necessary. The was begun throughout the country. which probably will be launched inschool building, 200 yards away from
April, by sale of certificates of
days. And according to reports, they present lack Is not shipyards and maThe government's
determination
to
plan
looking to the fire. None tried to escape.
debtedness under a
are not getting the best of it. Under- terial, but labor. Already the governkeep out spies and
Announcement that France will be
taking to coerce Finland Into a revolument Is operating great yards on both germs sent by the Germans was ex- systematic investment by every bank
able before July 1 to manufacture
tion like their own In Russia, they and coasts, and others are being rapidly
emplified In the minute examination In short term securities.
dewar
cor
of
the
finance
completed, but even those now In opEnactment
enough artillery to supply twenty Amthe Finnish Red guards have been
given the passengers and cargo of a
feated In long and bloody battles at eration are working hut one shift of Dutch steamship that arrived at New poration bill to strengthen the coun- erican divisions,
or approximately
men where three should be worked. York. Of necessity most of the secret try's financial and Industrial condi
Uleaborg and Tammerfera by the gov300,000 troops. It the United States
ernment forces commanded by General The appeal for laborers In the yards service work of the government re- tions for war was urged before the meanwhile adheres to an
understandMannerhelm. known as the White Is urgent and should meet with ample mains secret, but Its Increasing effec- Senate finance committee by Secre- ing by which France would
receive
response, not only for patriotic reaguard. Uleaborg was the chief militiveness becomes apparent.
tary
McAdoo, with the support of W. the necessary raw material from Amtary depot of the Russians In northern sons, but for selfish reasons, too, for
P. G. Harding, governor, and Paul M. erica, was made In New York by AnFinland, and both there and at
the pay assured la large. The United
Milder weather and the earnest ef- Warburg, vice governor of the Feder- dre Tardleu, French high commisStates now has In all services ahont forts of the men who run the railways al Reserve Board.
the White guard captured consioner to this country.
siderable stores of munitions and arms. 4.000.000 tons of shipping, approxiserved to relieve the coal famine to a
The American Roadbullders' AssociHealth conditions at all camps and
of which Is engaged considerable extent, though fuel condiSo far Sweden has refused to permit mately
supplies to be sent across the border In bringing In materials that have been tions are very bad, especially In the cantonments In the United States ation and the Good Roads Congress,
bowed continued Improvement In the with delegates representing thirty-thre- e
to General Mannerhelm, despite the considered Industrial essentials. The Atlantic cosst states. The federal fuel
states and the province of Ongovernment Is considering a plan to administration tCok over the control last week, with decreasing deaths and
demands of the Swedish press and peotario, Canada, closed their Joint conhospital admission rates.
make a 50 per cent reduction In Imports of fuel oil.
ple.
To the sooth the bolshevlkl are fight- by eliminating articles that are not esThe Washington Branch of the Am- vention at St Louis with the adoption
Food Administrator Hoover placed
sential to the winning of the war. This more stringent restrictions on the use erican Red Cross Society has taken of a resolution calling for a nationing both the Ukrainians and the Rousome,
help
would
apparently
and
course
In
of
Besarahla and
manians
the of wheat and meat throughout the the first step toward mobilizing an wide Improvement ot highways aa a
getting well whipped. In one fight the allies can supply a certain amount of country, and ordered all public eating American civilian army tor service war measure.
tonnage, hut there will still be left a houses to observe a
Roumanians captured and disarmed
ration back of the battle Unes in France.
The affection ot CoL Theodora
In wide discrepancy between the availatwo entire divisions of Russians.
of wheat bread. The people are urged
Net gold exporta have decreased to Roosevelt's ear, which had caused his
western Siberia Genera! Kaledlnes was ble amount of shipping and the amount to make larger use of potatoes In or- less than $386,000 a week, ten times physician considerable concern, subaid to be working his way toward we mnst have In order that Secretary
der to save wheat, the crop of the tu- under the outward movement last Oc- sided somewhat Friday, according to
Omsk, while farther east another force Baker's promise of half a million men ber being the biggest the country ever tober, under the Influence of 'be gov- - Information given out
at the Roose- Cossacks was moving north from In Europe by spring and a million and had.
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WASH THE KIDNEYS!

mm

All the blood In the hodv
thm
the kidneys every few minutes. This la
why the kidneys play such an Important
role In health or disease. By some mysterious process the kldnev selects what
ought to come out of the blood and
takes It our. If the kidneys are not
n
and become congested-pois- ons
accumulate and we suffer from
backache, headache, lumhaco. rhen- matlsm or gout. The urine Is often
cloudy, full of sediment ; channels often
get sore and sleep is disturbed at night
So It Is that Dr. Pierce, of the InvniiiW
Hotel and Surgical Institute In Buffalo.
N. Y., advises 'Washing the Kidneys?
by drinking six to eight glasses of water
between meals and then If you want
to take a harmless medicine that will
clear the channels and cure the annoying symptoms, go to vour drmririnf- nnA
get Anurlc (double strength), for 60c
This "Anurlc," which is so many times
more potent thnn llthla will drive out
the uric acid poisons and bathe the kidneys and channels In a soothing liquid.
If you desire, write for free medical
advice and send sample of water fni
free examination.
Experience
has
taught Doctor Pierce that "Anurlc" Is
a most powerful agent In dissolving
uric acid, as hot water melts sugar.
oena ur. nerce luc tor trial package.
One thorn of experience la worth r
whole wilderness of warning. Lowell.
Pnea Cored In ft to 14 T)ava
Dngtrtsta ref and money If PAZO OINTMSWT f&ns
to cure Itcblnt. Blind. Bieedlns or Protrudtna PilM.
Vint tpplioauon give relief. Wa.

Had a Fellow Feeling.
The village concert was In progress.
and although all the local talent was
mustered, Johnny, the squire's son and
heir, was bored, badly bored.
His mother grew anxious about him
but when a small girl started plptnt
'The Minstrel Boy," and reached the
line, "His father's sword he has girded
on," Johnny fairly pricked up his ears
In excitement.
"You like this, Johnny?" said his
mother. "It Is "
'Be quiet, mother, do," said Johnny,
Impatiently.
"I want to hear what
happens when his father gets to
t
know!" London Tit-BitLeson In Geography.
Readers of General Allenby's dispatches, unfamiliar with the peculiarities of the Dead sea, were not a little
puzzled at his description of British
airplanes flying four hundred feet below the sea level. But reference to a
geography brought the information
which solved the riddle; the Dead sea
lies 1,292 feet below the surface of the
Mediterranean, so that airplanes sailing four hundred feet below sea level
were still at an elevation of eight hundred and ninety-tw- o
feet. Lessons In
geography abound In the papers nowadays I
Tied His Dog to "Flivver."
When Henry Ward, prominent In Salina (Kan.) business affairs, tied his
vicious bulldog to his "flivver," merely
as a protection to dogs with better dispositions, he was arrested.
"Guilty?" asked the court, after Informing the defendant he was charged
with violating a city ordinance against
attaching a tin can to a dog's talL
"Yes, sir," was the reply.
"Eleven dollars," said the court And"
Mr, Ward paid.
Seems Impossible.

"I can Imagine many things, but''
"But what?" "But a Russian making
peace."
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Might
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be worth
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coffee doesnt agree
There's a Re&soa"
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Pithy News Items

Cost Per

Gathered From Alt Over

It Saves 9Vc.

Tablet

New Mexico
Western Newapaper Union News Service.
COMING EVENTS.

March

6

Stockmen's

conventtol

AgoUININE
at

HoHweil.
4
Annual meeting New
March
Mexico Cattle and florae urowera

Ho advance In price for thle
remedy 25c for 24 tableta Boma
cold tablets now 30c for 21 tableta
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can assure these gentlemen
(officials held responsible for suffering at
Valley Forge) that it is a much easier and
less distressing thing to draw up remorv
strances in a comfortable room by a good
fireside than to occupy a cold, bleak hill
and sleep under frost and snow without
clothes or blankets. However, though
they seem to have little feeling for the
naked and distressed soldiers, I feel super'
abundantly for them, and from my soul
I pity these miseries, which it is neither
in my power to relieve nor prevent.
I

General Wajhington

KCAUSE George Washington believed sincerely in the Inborn, inalienable rights of men born on
this soli, or transferred to It,
spiritually as well as physically,
to the fruits of freedom and independence; because he believed
that this nation was to be held
by them free of all oppression,
whether in the form of unjust
taxation or any other Infringe
ment of the interests, welfare and principles of the
Inhabitants, he receives today the homage of the
millions who enjoy the heritage of the free America for which he fought and which he helped establish.
In this he was at one with other great men bred
In the new. free spirit and atmosphere of the
colonics. He did not seek to set himself over
them, but to work with them, contributing as his
part In the struggle his military genius and experience and his carefully trained executive
ability. His ideal was the common good. For
that he gave his time and strength unstintedly.
Throughout
bis career the one reward he
sought was that he might partake, "In the midst
of my fellow citizens, the benign Influence of good
laws under a free government, the ever favorite
object of my heart."
Washington, although possessing wealth and position, ulthough observant of forms and ceremonies, was In the best sense a democrat, a man
who sought the same privileges and opportunities
for every oue of his fellow citizens which he
and who devoted his gifts imd energies to
that end.
That they might have them, he not only expended freely his energies of mind and body, but
he constantly exhorted his fellow countrymen to
prepare themselves for the high destiny that he
foresaw for this country, first, by raising and
equipping an adequate army, a task that frequently hung leaden on his hands, and, secondly,
by properly safeguarding their rights after they
had been won.
George Washington received less education
in school than most lads of poor parentage do
today. He left school before he was sixteen years
old, and. except In mathematics, in which he had
advanced through geometry and trigonometry, his
education did not extend beyond that which boys
usually get in the grammar grades of the public
schools. What he studied he knew, however, as
his carefully kept notebooks attest. He manifested a special antltude for surveying and for
military affairs. This taste led to his having a
royal middy's warrant, obtained for him when he
was fourteen years old, and only because of his
mother's reluctance to have him go to England
was he spared to fight for the colonies Instead of
becoming an officer In his majesty's service.
He hart been out of school only a few months
when he got his first Job as a surveyor. It was
a good one, too. for Lord Fairfax, having noted
the lad's mental equipment and his Intrepidity,
gave him a commission to survey his wild acres In
the Shenandoah valley. So well did Washington
accomplish the arduous task that he was made a
Almost coincident with his enpublic surveyor.
trance upon a private career young Washington
Identified himself with puhllc Interests. Fond of
affairs,
athletics and sports, as well as of militarynineteen
he Joined the local militia, and when
years old was made a major.
When he was still In his twenties he won his
first eolonelcv In his gallant, but disastrous, first
It was there
campaign against the French.
he first tasted the bitter fruits of unprepared-
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When Washington went to Philadelphia
congress he
member of the Second Continental
exwore his provincial uniform, an Instructive
pression of his feeling in regard to the crisis that
prophecy
of
was to come- -ln its way a fulfillment
put at the bend
for during the session he was
He found
of the Irregular army near Boston.
equipthat, armv. not only without discipline and
enlisted
ment but without powder. Men who had
Washington
away.
nlv for a few months ran
and proardently appealed to the continental
vincial congresses to provide tor longer enlist-
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ments and an adequate system of recruitment.
Such authority as he had he used with diligence and forethought.
Under his orders a few
fast vessels were fitted out and armed as privateers at the nearest safe ports. Marbteheiid volunteers in the army were put aboard them for
crews, and the enemy's supplies, including much-neede- d
powder, were captured upon the seas and
brought overland Into the American camp.
After a long period of waiting, the Americans
were on Dorchester Heights and the British evacWashington's
keen sense told
uated Boston.
him that the die was now cast, that peace was
Impossible, thnt England would speedily pour
to "reduce the colony to a proper
sense of its duty."
Conservative and aristocrat as he was classed,
Washington now favored the radicals, who sought
to break with the home government and set up
their own. "I have never entertained the Idea of
an accommodation," he said, "since I heard of the
"measures which were adopted In consequence of
the Bunker Hill fight."
His stnnch attitude was maintained In the midst
of disheartening experiences, not only with the
enemy In the field, but with trouble-maker- s
in bis
own camp. "I know the unhappy predicament In
which I stand," he wrote: "I know that much Is
expected of me; I know that, without men, without arms, without ammunition, without anything
fit for the accommodation of n soldier, little is to
be done; and, what Is mortifying, I know that I
cannot, stand Justified to the world without e
posing my own weakness and Injuring the cause
My situation has been
by declaring my wants.
such that I have had to use art to conceal It even
from my officers."
Jealousies hampered him so sorely thai he sternly proclaimed : "The general most earnestly entreats the officers and soldiers to consider consequences ; thnt we can no way assist our enemies
more than by making divisions among ourselves;
that the honor and success of the army and the
safety of our bleeding country depend upon harmony and good agreement with each other; that
the provinces are all united to oppose the common
enemy and all distinctions In the name of
America.
"To make this name honorable and to preserve
the liberty of our country ought to he our only
emulation, and he will he the best soldier and the
best patriot who contributes most to this glorious
work, whatever his station or from whatever pnrt
of the country he may come. Let all distinction
of nations, countries and provinces thereof be lost
In the generous contest who shall behnve with the
most courage toward the enemy and the most
kindness and good humor to ench other.
"If any be so lost to virtue and love of country
as to continue In such practice after this order,
they will be severely punished and discharged
from the service In disgrace."
After the disastrous battle of Long Island.
Washington once more took the liberty of mentioning to congress thnt no dependence could he
put In a mllltla or other troops than those enlisted
and embodied tor a longer period than our regulations have heretofore prescribed.
"Our liberties must of necessity be greatly
hazarded. If not entirely lost. If their defense Is
left to any but a permnnent standing army. I
mean one to exist during war. Men who have
been ree and subjected to no control cnnnot be
reduced to order In an Instan. . . .
"There Is no situation on earth less enviable or
more distressing." continues Washington, "than
thnt person who Is at the head of troops regardless of order and discipline and unprovided with
almost every necessity. The difficulties that have
surrounded me since I have been In the service
have kept my relnrt constantly opon the stretch;
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Profit Bü This
Don't Waste Another Day.
When you are worried by backache:
By lameness and urinary disorders
Don't experiment wich an untried
medicine.
Do as thousands of people are doing.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills.
Read this Santa Fe resident's ex-

perience:

S. W. Smith, carpenter, 103 Water
St., Santa Fe, N. Méx., says: "I used
to have lame back so badly I couldn't
turn over in bed and when I was on
my feet, sharp twitching pains often
shot through me. When I had those
attacks it was impossible for me to
climb scaffolds. 'A friend advised me
to try Doan's Kidney Pills and I did
and one box cured me of that attack.
Several times since then I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
kept my kidneys in good order."
Price 60c, at all dealers. "Don't simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills, the same that Mr.
n
Co.,
Smith had.
adv.
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. T.
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has been promoted to timekeeper for Albuquerque, where she will
on an extra gang now located at have her eyes treated.
Rev. Campbell preached
a Mountainair.
Mr. Slack is making good "head
very instructive and interesting
Some sickness is prevailing in way with the basement of the
sermon Sunday morning to a in this section.
Geo. Manning new store for the Bond Co.
good crowd. Our Sunday school has an attack of pneumonia. Geo.
Mrs. Fidel Cordoba and her
is improving rapidly, and every- Ward and family are also ailing.
two children arrived here from
one is taking big interest. There are several cases of
Mr. CordoTaos last Saturday.
Don't forget that you are roseola.
is keeping books for the Wilba
missing something good every
Mrs. Minnie Williams, who has lard Mercantile Co.
Sunday you miss one of Bro.
to Texas on a six weeks
been
Mr. Hamrick and Mr. Miller
Campbell's sermons, especially
visit, has returned home.
of Negra were in Encino WedSpecial Correspondence.

his illustrated ones. He illusBro. Perkins filled his regular
trates his sermons on the blackboard and makes everything so appointment the 2nd Sunday at
It is understood by
plain that everyone, even a child, 11 o'clock.
Another the reporter that Bro. Perkins
can understand them.
fact we wish to note is that we will preach at 3 p. m. on the 2nd
are having the very best of or- Sunday just after Sunday schoolr
der during Sunday school and
Bro. Phipps will preach the 3rd
One could Sunday at 3 p. m., and Saturday
preaching service.
have heard a pin drop last Sun- night before. The singing class
Come out ie requested to be present the
day during services.
and be with us and we will do same Sunday afternoon and
you good. Remember, every sec- transact such business as may
ond Sunday we have preaching, come before the class.
and every Sunday we have comWILLARD
munion and a good talk well
From the Record
LUCY
A boy was born to Mr. and worth coming to hear from Bro. Special Correspondence.
Mrs. Max Chavez on last Thurs- Campbell.
John Power's barn was burned
day. Another soldier is right
Miss Veta Campbell is quite one day last week. Cause of the
Miss Jane Anderson, popular sick with rheumatism at the pres- fire is unknown.
teacher of the Mesa school, was ent writing.
Ernest Carruth is quite sick
Monday for a brief visit
He made
Mrs. Ben Young is improving. with the measles.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lofton who were trip to Amarillo recently and
J. T. Anderson.
on the R. F. Clark place have thinks he contracted it there.
Julius Meyer, president of the moved to the Will Davis farm.
F. L. Hawkins ha3 just been
Willard Salt Lake Refining Co., Mr. and Mrs. Allard and children informed that his brother, Herbought a handsome new touring are living on the R. F. Clark man Hawkins, of Cameron, Tex.,
Dort car from the Willard Auto place.
late of Lucy, was burned to death
Co. last week.
Someone broke out several by the explosion of a gasoline
Mr. and Mrs- W. H. Adams windjws in the school house one tank. Mr. Hawkins was repairing an auto at night and placed
and family arrived last Saturday night last week.
his lantern near the tank and the
from Elkhart, Kansas, and will
Milford Milbourn and son Ches- tank must have been open.
He
make this their home.
ter, Misses Sara Buckner, Edith only lived two days.
Mr. and Mrs. S E. D. Sears, and Ozella May Allard were vist
Mrs. H. 0. Claunch enterwho visited with Willard friends itors at the Grassham home Suntained Saturday evening in hon- last week, have gone to points in day afternoon.
Lor of the Misses Heal and mother
Arizona in search of a location.
Mrs. Gordon, who lives on the
S. Lueras is back from Santa Mathews place, is quite sick with who left Tuesday for Coffeyville,
Kansas, where they will be enFe, where he took Mrs- Lueras a cold.
gaged in the hotel business. The
for medical treatment.
Mr. Gordon is plowing some evening was most pleasantly
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Bailey ar- now.
spent in singing and playing
rived Tuesday from Amarillo,
Those present were
W. H. Ligon is fencing some games.
Texas, for an indefinite stay
Misses Minnie and Ethleen Heal,
with relatives in Willard.
now against outside stock.
Lillian Gumfory, Beula Brown,
D. S. Nutter departed. Tuesday
Mrs. Henry Ligon entertained
for San Antonio, Texas, to take a number of young people at her Ruby Mattingly, Mary Beard,
Iva Dell Phillips, Dorotha Edexamination for aviation service.
home on last Friday night with monds, Lavida Estes, Mesdames
R. L. Berger left this week for music
on her new Victrola.
Dalhart, Texas, where he has ac- Those present were Xelpho Tut-tl- Werline, Atkinson, Claunch, Austin, Hawkins, Geo. Edmonds.
cepted a position with the Rock
Martha Lewis Buckner, Messrs. Jess Heal, John Power,
Mrs. Berger will
Island road.
remain here a few weeks at the Mary, Bishop and John Grass-ha- Arthur Boyd, Burr Brown, Luis
home of her sister, Mrs. D. S.
Peter Hoelcher and Nate and Clarence Vick, H. Ward,
Nutter.
Goss.
Falcona Brown, Jeff Ross, Jess
Misses Xelpho Tuttle and Mar- Atkinson, Claud Estes, Gus
Geo. Edmonds, J. A. Vestha Lewis Buckner spent Friday
night at Kentucky Lodge visit- tal, G. W. Austin.
V'f ing Mary Grassham.
TI
Mrs. J. H. Power has been
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Albritton at- sick the past week.
tended services at Silverton on
Do not allow the
last Sunday.
poisons of undigested
food to accumulate in
Fay Carstetler, Ben Hill and From the Enterprise.
your bowels, where they
Mrs. E. A. Utely received a
sister, Wood Crawford and Miss
are absorbed into your
system. Indigestion, conser- telegram Saturday that her sisGussie
attended
Maxwell
stipation, headache, bad
ter, Mrs Ida Shultz, at Nash, Oknumerous
vices at Silverton last Sunday.
blood, and
other troubles are bound
lahoma, had died Jan. 30.
Keep your
to follow.
Mr. Imboden, Miss Lois Hol-losystem clean, as thousand Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hin-to- n A. E. Duncan, Frank Keehn,
ands of others do, by
taking an occasional dose
of Mountainair accompanied H. A. Ballard and G. F. Stover
of the old, reliable, vegMrs. Miller and daughter over made a business trip to Electra,
etable, family liver medicine.
from Mountainair where they Texas, last Friday. They went
have been visiting, Sunday, and through in an auto.
Thedford'8
took dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
George Cooper of Pedernal
Young.
was in town Monday on business.
Black-Draug- ht
L. W. Jackson has been haulA company will be organized
ing off beans this last week.
for the purpose of developing
Mary Grassham spent Satur- and operating the copper and
Mrs. W. F. Pickle, of
Rising Fawn, Ga., writes:
day night iií Estancia with Xel- other prospects in the Pedernal
"We have used Thed-formountain district- Encino will
pho Tuttle.
as
be named as headquarters for
a family medicine. My
heavy
is
in
reported
A
snow
could not
the company and Prof. Fayette
take calomel as it seemed
the foothills.
too strong for her, so she
A. Jones, late of the State School
used
as a
Horace Chandler, a soldier boy of Mines, will be one of the inmild laxative and liver
from Camp Kearney is at home terested parties and act as conregulator . . . We use it
in the family and believe
for several days on furlough to sulting engineer with headquarit is the best medicine for
see his mother who is quite sick. ters at Albuquerque.
the liver made." Try it.
Prof.
Insist on the genuine
Vernon and John Grassham Jones has already inspected the
l heutord's. JM a pack
age,
c-attended the Cook party in Es- district and thinks the move
fully justified.
tancia last Friday night.
Mrs. A. R. Cecil of Palma, left
PLEASANTVIEW for Kansas Sunday, on account
Special Correspondence.
of her mother's illness.
R, B. eOCHKHNB
Claburn Owen returned SunR. F. Overstreet and son E.
day from Vaughn.
G. Overstreet are building a dipShoe and Harness
John Owen, who has been a ping vat for Abe Conner this
Repairing
sufferer from appendicitis for week.
some time, left Monday for AlThe Bond Co. is unloading two
AH work guaranteed
buquerque hospital, where he cars of lumber.
underwent an operation successJ. W. Slack intends to put in a
Shop on North Main Street
fully.
moving picture show in Encino
John Crumley, who has been in the near future.
Estancia, New Mexico"
on the section force at Broncho,
Mrs. A. Stanton left Monday
Foster-Milbour-

,

in-to-

-

-

e,

Keep Well

ENCINO

n

Black-Draug- ht

mother-in-la-

w

Black-Draug- ht

-

nesday on business.
Miss Presslar, school teacher
of Negra, has resigned at that
place.
Mr. Sever is now superintendent of the Sunday school. Everybody invited.
Mrs. Bertha Wilson is secretary and treasurer.
They were elected last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Swadley
of Clovis came last Tuesday. Mr.
Swadley will work at Mr. Frey's
garage.
Charley Powell expects to
leave Encino next Monday. .He
will take examination today at
Estancia, then he will start for
Shawnee, Oklahoma, for a visit
with his parents before he goes
to training camps.
L. P. Walter came in last Wednesday from Abilene, Texas,
where he has been the past two
weeks. He will move to Abilene
this week.
G. W. Bond and R. C. Dillon
came in from Albuquerque Wednesday evening.

M'INTOSH

Special Correspondence.

Caithness Falconer is on the
sick list this week.

Ernest

and Elmo Dodds and

Wallace Norton are baling hay
on the Ciénega ranch.
C. J. Wallace is putting up a
windmill on his place east of
He is going to raise a
town.

garden to help Uncle Sam feed
the Allies.
Irving Mead, R. G. Ramby
and Mrs. Marcey were up in the
hills prospecting for land one
day last week.
Mabel Laws and Lillian Dodds
spent the week end with Joy
Miller at Cedar Grove.
A number of young felks spent
Friday evening at D. L. Stump's
etc.
enjoying cards, forty-twMr. Bowman and Mrs. Fal
coner and daughter Caithness
spent Sunday in Lucy.
Rev, R. E. Farley has secured
water rights to part of the over'
flow of the Ciénega Spring to ir
rigate his desert one mile and a
half southwest of town.

MOUNTAINAIR

From the Independent

On Tuesday, complaint having
been made before U. S. Commissioner P. A. Speckmann,
Philip Brown was arrested on

the charge of having failed to
register on the 5th day of June,
üiOA-was passing
1917.
through Mountainair, beating his
way. When accosted by a young
man here regarding the registra
tion, he claimed that he was rx
empt because he had been discharged from the army. On being taken before the U. S com
missioner, he gave his age as 27
years, and readily admitted not
having registered.
He said he
was "on the road" at that time.
In default of bond, he was taken
to Albuquerque and turned over
to the U. S. marshal, to commit
for appearance before the U. S,
grand jury in Santa Fe, the first
Monday in April, 1918.
The local Red Cross Chapter
met Saturday afternoon at head
quarters for a business meeting.
The membership committee of
which Mrs. Payne is chairman
new members
reported forty-tw- o
as a result of last week's drive,
and a total membership of seven
with active éommittees in
It was decided to
the field.
spend $15 for hospital bed shirt
material, $31 for yarn and $5 for
knitting needles,
it is noped
that these materials will be here
ty-fi-

Well'Armedl

for the next meeting.
The board of appraisers of the
Bean Growers National Farm
Loan Association held a meeting
last Saturday afternoon, at which
time they passed on some twelve
or fifteen applications for farm
loans. The appraiser from the
Wichita Bank will be here about
the middle of the month, and
will appraise the lands offered as
security for these loans.
Hiram Cooper died at the home
of his son, J. A. Cooper in Mountainair on Tuesday afternoon of
this week, at the advanced age
of 85 years, after an illness of
HEISMO
about a week, suffering from
pneumonia. Mr. Cooper came to
When company comes
New Mexico about nine years
there is no time to
ago from Seymour, Mo., making
waste-n- o
chances to
his home with his son, the wife
be taken so mother '
sees that there is alhaving died shortly before that
ways a can of
time. Six children, three boys
and three girls, were born to the
family, of whom two, J. A. Coop
BAKING POWDER
er and J. M. Cooper reside here.
The body lay in state all day
on hand. Cakes, pies,
Wednesday and was viewed by a
doughnuts,muffins and
all good things to eat
large number of neighbors and
must be dressed up in
friends. The son, J. M. Cooper,
their best taste and
left on this morning's train with
looks.
the body for Seymour, Missouri,
Then, too, her reputaoccur,
the
will
where interment
tion as a cook must
remains being laid to rest beside
and she
be upheld
"stakes" it on Calumet
those of the wife.
every time. She knows it
W. A. Donohue died at hiB
will not disappoint her.
home southeast of Mountainair
Order a can and have the
"company" kind of bakings
last Friday about noon, after a
every day.
prolonged fight with tuberculosis.
Calumet contains only such
He had reached the advanced
ingredients as have been
approved officially by the
age of 62 years.
With his fam
U. S. Food Authorities.
ily he came to Torrance county
Yon im when yon bay it.
TexYou un when yon use it.
last August from Hamilton,
as, locating in the Cedar Grove
4 ifclZuW
neighborhood.
The wife and I I rHi
three sons mourn the loss of hus
band and father, one daughter
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
having preceded the father in
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
disease.
Funeral services were cannot reach the seat of the
death.
Catarrh Is a local disease, greatly inconditions, and
conducted on Sunday afternoon fluenced by constitutional
order to cure it you must take an
by Rev. Mr. Simpson, interment in
internal remedy. Hall's Catarrh MediIs taken Internally and acts thru
being in the Cedar Grove ceme cine
the blood on the mucous surfaces of the
system. Hall's Catarrh Medicine was
tery.
prescribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years. It is composed of some of the best tonics known,
The funeral of Mrs. C. N. Rog combined
with some of the best blood
The perfect combination of
ers, who died on Saturday, at the purifiers.
the ingredients in Hall's Catarrh Medisuch wonderful
home in the Cedar Grove neigh- cine is Inwhat produces
catarrhal conditions. Send for
results
borhood, was held on Sunday testimonials, free.
Toledo, O.
Props.,
CO.,
A
F. J. CHENEY
Druggists, 75c.
afternoon. The family had come All
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
recently from Holdenville, Ar
kansas. The husband, a son and
METHODIST CHURCH
.
daughter here, and a son in Okthe
mourn
Sunday, February 17th, 1918- lahoma, are left to
Sunday sshool 10 A. M.
loss of wife and mother.
Preaching services 11 A. M.
The directors of the Mountain7:30 P. M.
and
air State Bank, announces the
Subject for morning "The
election of H. L. Andrews as assistant cashier. Mr. Andrews Sin of Omission."
Evening subject "How to
resigned his position with the
Evil Thoughts."
Overcome
Dallas,
of
Bank
Reserve
Federal
League 7 P. M.
Epworth
Texas, and assumed his new
You will receive a hearty welduties February 1st.
come to all services.
W. J. WALTZ, Pastor.

CALUMET

MORIARTY

From the Moriarty Messenger.

Farm Loans.

Burton of Barlow N
I am in position to make long
Dak., arrived last week, loqking
over this part of the southwest, time farm loans. J. 3. Kelly.
Mr. Burton has fallen in love
C0IMST1PATI0N.
ABOUT
with our climate.
Certain articles of diet tend to check
Hugh Day returned to his com
The most
movements of the bowels.
mand at Hot Springs, Arkansas, common
of these are cheese, tea and
Hugh has earned several pro boiled milk. On the other hand raw
motions in his short army career, fruits, especially apples and bananas,
being a sergeant in the artillery also graham bread and whole wheat
bread promote a movement of the
A number of entries are being bowels.
When the bowels are badly
town,
re
of
west
on
land
made
constipated, however, the sure way ii
cently thrown out of the Forest to take one or two of Chamberlain's
As many as three en Tablets immediately after supper.
reserve.
tries have been made on the
The entry to go on
same tract.
A POWERFUL AID
record will be decided by lot,
When you feel sluggish and
A large crowd attended the nervous, tired and indifferent,
patriotic services of the Young you have the first symptoms
People's League Sunday night, of declining strength and your
A service flag containing twentysystem positively needs the
seven stars, one for each boy en "rspecial nutritive food-toni- c
in
listed, was presented to the
League. Stars will be added as
the boys are called.
Homer and Keith McComb re
turned to Moriarty Wednesday
from Los Angeles. Uncle Sam
notified the boys to appear for to replenish your blood power,
enliven its circulation and bring
examination.
back the snap and elasticity of
good health. Scott's Emultion
supplies Nature with the correct
For Sale.
building-foo- d
which is better
160 acres fine farm land, 8
than any drugs, pills or
alcoholic mixtures.
miles west of town, fenced, well,
The Norwegian God liver oil in
no better in the valley.
Terms
Scott's EmolaÍMi is now reSned in oar
own American laboratories which
on part.
See Ira L. Ludwick,
makes it pure and palatable.
Scott & Bowoe.BkwmSeld.NJ.
owner.
G.

W.

-

SCOTTS

EMULSION
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